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Executive Summary
This deliverable describes the execution of OrganiCity’s First Open Call in its chronological 
journey. The Open Call was executed based upon the principles of co-creation and 
community engagement, and was kicked-off from the design outlined in deliverable 5.1. We 
employed different strategies for attracting experiments, such as word-of-mouth, social 
media and clinics; which have shown to be extremely successful in attracting high quality 
proposals to the call. Upon receiving such high interest, we expanded the designated budget 
to fund 13 large experiments (i.e. of funding up to €60.000) and 3 smaller experiments (up 
to €10.000). Successful applicants show a fair distribution among our three cluster cities, 
as well multi-city experiments. In addition, we managed to attract experiments outside the 
cluster cities, proving we are on track towards better validation of the platform.

Along this journey, there have been major efforts at each step of supporting the applicants 
and evaluators. We launched the open call on OrganiCity’s website along with instructions 
for application and a description of the co-creation tools and the facility at large. In addition, 
we evaluated potential platforms on which applicants could submit their proposals, of 
which we selected F6S. Similarly, we evaluated and selected a Helpdesk and FAQ tool that 
enabled us to support experimenters along the way. Furthermore, we designed an evaluation 
process that enabled different types of evaluations to take place: eligibility, experiment 
evaluation, Ethics and Privacy assessment, and technical feasibility. Evaluating the Open 
Call process revealed an overall positive experience from the applicants’ side, and a rich 
learning experience from our side. We documented these lessons learned – both positive 
and negative – and work on integrating them into the design of the Second Open Call.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Donec purus magna, gravida at nibh 
vitae, scelerisque tempus magna. Etiam hendrerit quis tellus nec pellentesque. Etiam ultrices 
maximus dolor a tristique. Maecenas nisl purus, lacinia gravida sollicitudin non, sagittis eu 
ex. Nulla id erat ipsum. Suspendisse sodales nisi ipsum, vel eleifend metus tincidunt at. 
Phasellus fringilla vulputate volutpat. Sed vel lectus sit amet tortor accumsan bibendum id 
interdum lorem. Vestibulum ac ex ut nisl gravida tempus nec finibus tortor.

Aenean leo ligula, porttitor eu, consequat vitae, eleifend ac, enim. Aliquam lorem ante, 
dapibus in, viverra quis, feugiat a, tellus. Phasellus viverra nulla ut metus varius laoreet. 
Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper 
ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum 
rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet adipiscing sem neque sed ipsum. Nam quam 
nunc, blandit vel, luctus pulvinar, hendrerit id, lorem. Maecenas nec odio et ante tincidunt 
tempus.

Donec vitae sapien ut libero venenatis faucibus. Nullam quis ante. Etiam sit amet orci eget 
eros faucibus tincidunt. Duis leo. Sed fringilla mauris sit amet nibh. Donec sodales sagittis 
magna. Sed consequat, leo eget bibendum sodales, augue velit cursus nunc, quis gravida 
magna mi a libero. Fusce vulputate eleifend sapien. Vestibulum purus quam, scelerisque 
ut, mollis sed, nonummy id, metus. Nullam accumsan lorem in dui. Cras ultricies mi eu turpis 
hendrerit fringilla. 

Cras fringilla, quam a ullamcorper suscipit, urna ex tempor massa, non interdum nunc risus 
eget velit. Morbi nec magna molestie, eleifend quam et, luctus enim. Suspendisse justo 
sapien, porttitor vitae ullamcorper in, sodales eu nisl. Etiam egestas lorem ut eros sodales 
hendrerit. Suspendisse auctor ante dui, a luctus sapien semper tincidunt. Phasellus finibus a 
augue vitae pharetra. Proin laoreet et purus et tincidunt. Aenean quis neque suscipit, aliquam 
lacus eu, luctus magna.

Duis vitae ligula eu leo maximus vehicula. Sed faucibus mattis diam a tincidunt. Morbi purus 
nisl, egestas at ligula in, ornare posuere massa. Nullam luctus, libero et suscipit dictum, 
ipsum ligula suscipit dolor, id gravida augue enim in lorem. Morbi semper tempus neque, 
eu varius elit ornare in. Proin dignissim rhoncus ornare. Donec purus risus, dignissim eget 
maximus vel, ultricies in sapien. Ut a justo at risus lacinia porttitor.
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1 Introduction 

This report documents the work carried out in T5.2 “Execution of Open Calls”. It describes 
the process, strategies chosen and results from all the parts that make the open call 
infrastructure. The work started in T5.1 where the open calls were co-created with city 
stakeholders as described in D5.1 and has continued with a good overlap into T5.2 where 
the work started with setting the strategies and processes and thereafter implementing 
them. In this report you can follow the whole process up until the results of evaluations of 
proposals sent as a reply to the open call. 

The structure of the document follows the same chronological order as each stage unfolded 
during the months of work that have passed. In the next chapter, we briefly describe the 
co-creation of open calls. Next, we outline the strategy for attracting applicants in chapter 
3, including events, communication channels and networks. Chapter 4 then details how the 
First Open Call was managed throughout its execution. Thereafter, chapter 5 marks the first 
public visibility or the launch of the open call. Then, chapter 6 describes the support tools 
offered to the open call applicants before, during and after their applications, and chapter 
7 describes the submission system used by applicants to apply. Subsequently, chapter 8 
describes the design and the execution of evaluation of the submitted proposals before 
presenting the results of the first open call in chapter 9. Chapter 10 consolidates the 
lessons learned throughout the execution phase and points towards the second open call. 
You will also find many of the supporting documents as appendixes along with the report.
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2 Co-Creation  
of Open Calls

In this chapter we will briefly describe our process concerning the Co-Creation of Open Calls. 
We refer to D5.1 for more details on this process, however below is short recap.

2.1  Community Experimentation
Our aim was to capture narratives told from the citizens’ own perspective and to turn these 
insights into City Challenges, so therefore we used qualitative research methods to engage 
our community. Specifically our primary qualitative method used was focus group interviews. 
Social Media (Instagram) was also used as a mobile/cultural probe to see whether citizen 
needs could be articulated through visual media. 

Focus groups:
Two semi-structured focus group interviews with the same groups were facilitated by a 
moderator in each cluster. Moderator teams consisting of a moderator and an assistant 
moderator were assembled in Aarhus, Santander, and London. The citizens that were 
selected for the focus groups were based on getting as broad a representation as possible. 
An interview-guide was made to ensure that we explored stories and experiences of city life, 
barriers for improving cities, as well as citizens and companies aspirations and imaginaries 
of what makes cities good places to live and work in. The format was open to be adapted to 
each cluster.

Instagram:
Aarhus and Santander used Instagram as a “crowdsourcing” tool to discover citizen needs. 
The purpose was to engage with citizens, enable citizens to express feelings and concerns 
about their city, and to generate visual material for the focus groups. 

2.1.1  Co-Creation
Based on insights generated in the co-creation process each cluster defined three 
City Challenges that would highlight key citizen needs. These City Challenges were not 
mandatory, but acted as inspiration for the proposals for the open call. Here is a very short 
recap of the challenges used for the first open call:
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Aarhus
1. The extension of your living room: This challenge focuses on the citizens’ need to 

extend their apartments to the urban space.

2. Green lungs: The city life full of opportunities is also full of traffic and, as a result, 
there is a thirst for fresh air and nature.

3. Time management: Everyone wants to make the most of their time – but how can we 
make that possible?

London 
1. Urban mobility: Help citizens choose more sustainable, active or social ways to get 

around the city.

2. Air quality: Help to improve air quality or reduce public exposure to dangerous pollut-
ants with measurement, behaviour change, creating awareness or technology inter-
vention.

3. Connecting Communities: Guide Londoners to connect to one another, nurture com-
munities and discover the hidden gems awaiting in their local area.

Santander
1. Urban Mobility: Mobility within the city is one of the major concerns of Santander 

citizen - bus service around the city takes too long and when they opt for using their 
own car to access the city centre, they have difficulties to find parking spots.

2. Neighbourhood’s improvement: Citizens wish for neighbourhoods that keep their 
traditions by being restored and well maintained.

3. Environment: Help improve the environmental conditions and connect with the natu-
ral and open air spaces of the city.

2.2  Design of Open Call 1
For the first open call we designed a process with a fixed term open call for larger proposals 
and a rolling call for smaller proposals. This offers more flexibility to the process and also 
enables organisations and teams to apply later in case the first deadline was missed. The 
total open call budget was divided to that the first open call will give 600.000 € in total 
funding, with a maximum of 60.000 € for one experiment. 

As mentioned two different sizes of experiments are possible, first experiments of up to 
10.000 € are part of the Rolling Calls. These proposals can be submitted up to noon (12h 
CET) on June 29th, September 19th and 1st November 2016. These applicants can get up to 
50% of pre-financing, with an interim payment of 35% (upon evaluation or work completed) 
and a final payment of 15% of the total funding (once final reporting is complete). For shorter 
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experiments (up to 1.5 months), only a brief balancing statement will be required for interim 
payments. Experiments of up to 60.000 € will be part of the Fixed Term Call. These proposals 
could be submitted up to noon (12h CET) on 29th June 2016. These applicants can get up to 
50% of pre-financing, with an interim payment of 35% (upon evaluation or work completed) 
and a final payment (final reporting complete) of 15% of the funding. The final report requires 
that experimenters provide OrganiCity with feedback on their experiments and the platform 
tools they have used. These are the major dates for the fixed term and rolling calls: 

Fixed term call 2016 key dates 
(Experiments up to 60.000 €) 

 ⚫ March 29th 2016 – First fixed term call opens 

 ⚫ June 29th, 12:00 noon CET – Open call final deadline

 ⚫ September 7th – Funding notification

 ⚫ October 3rd, 2016 to February 27th, 2017 - Experimentation Period

Rolling call 2016 key dates 
(Experiments up to 10.000 €) 

Applications for rolling calls could be submitted in the period between March 29th and 
November 1st 20161. Evaluations will take place following deadlines on June 29th, 
September 19th, and November 1st 2016. 

 ⚫ March 29th 2016 – First rolling call opens

 ⚫ June 29th, 12:00 noon CET – First deadline for the rolling call 

 ⚫ September 7th – First funding notification under rolling call 

 ⚫ October 3rd 2016 to February 27th 2017 – Experimentation period for all rolling call 
experiments 

 ⚫ September 19th 2016, 12:00 noon CET – Second deadline for the rolling call

 ⚫ November 1st 2016, 12:00 noon CET – Final deadline for the 2016 rolling calll

1 This cut-off date has been postponed to November 15th at the time of revising this 
document. However, we continue to use the planned date throughout the report.
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3 Strategy for 
Attracting Applicants 

The first version of the dissemination strategy was outlined in D5.1. The attraction 
of applicants also follows the engagement principles and the effort outlined in WP1, 
Deliverable 1.1 We are all OrganiCitizens. Following the path set out in these two deliverables 
we now describe what happened and which strategies were implemented and executed. 

Since the engagement activity in the first year of the project had an extensive reach with a 
diverse section of people across Aarhus, London and Santander; we took the active decision 
of promoting the open call only through free media, rather than paid promotion. This decision 
was in line with technical concerns that we might potentially saturate our non-mature 
platform and tools if it accepted too many experiments. 

We wished to target the established community around OrganiCity and related projects, 
slightly limiting the scope to  match with the limited evaluation resources. Despite this 
decision, the number of applications exceeded our expectations. It is now a challenge to 
keep the rejected applicants engaged in the OrganiCity movement – we elaborate this 
element further in the communication section.

The diverse strategy involving engagement events, social media, direct approach and word 
of mouth makes it difficult to identify which channel specifically is the most effective in 
relation to the resources needed to disseminate the open call. According to the survey2 
across the applicants, they engaged with the project from a variety of channels (See figure 
1 below). This analysis proves the importance of maintaining the expansion of efforts 
across different methods and channels in order to diversify the audience we involve in the 
OrganiCity movement.

Fig  1   How did you know about OrganiCity Open Call?

2  The survey’s – in Appendix 4 – first question allowed for multiple selections of chan-
nels; however, choosing ”OrganiCity’s website” did not give us much insight on how they knew 
about the website, or where they were directed from. We tackle that in the second open call.
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3.1  Gathering an Audience
The representatives of the project across the different clusters put emphasis in 
communicating that OrganiCity would open a call in 2016 during engagement efforts 
across the first year of the project. OrganiCity gathered an audience in expectation of 
the arrival of the open call via the various engagement touch points: from internal co-
creation events (Some things in the Air workshop generating case studies for air quality 
or OrganiCity conversations where we openly discussed city challenges with citizens and 
with experimenters to shape the open call) to external speaking opportunities (talks at 
conferences, presentation at universities, etc.) and one-to-one conversations with potential 
experimenters.

Fig  2   Newsletter about Open Call
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The audience was additionally informed through the OrganiCity newsletter and the 
newsletters of our adjacent communities, including the Open and Agile Smart Cities network 
and other FIRE+ dissemination channels and projects. These contacts were invited to join 
the pre-launch event at each cluster, and later contacted about the opening of the call and 
the possibility of attending clinics.

Fig  3   Report of open call newsletter: sent to 255 subscribers and opened 920 times. The graph 
displays the opening rate and the clicks during the 24h after sending it.

3.2  Pre-launch Event
Aarhus pre-launch: Godsbanen, 3 December 2015

London pre-launch: Urban Innovation Centre, 14 January 2016

Santander pre-launch: Palacio de La Magdalena, 15 January 2016 

After a year of public engagements many OrganiCitizens were expectant for news on the 
promised open call for the beginning of 2016. This event was an announcement of the 
upcoming open call where we gave more detail to how the open call would function: how 
much funding would be available, which were the city challenges, what tools were available, 
what were we looking for in an experiment. 

The pre-launch was a strategic milestone to bring together people who had contacted 
OrganiCity during our engagements over the year. The events were an opportunity to keep 
momentum high with transparent information, and to manage expectations of what the open 
call would be. In addition these launch events served the purpose of catalysing partnerships 
and shaping ideas for experiments through networking opportunities.
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Fig  4 Pre-launch event in London

Fig  5 Pre-launch event in London

Fig  6 The Santander’s Mayor meets local SME and entrepreneurs to pre-announce the 1st OrganiCity 
open-call . During the event, the award of the 1st Santander OrganiCity Instagram contest was 

presented to its winner by the Santander’s Councillor of Employment and Local Development, the 
Chancellor of the University of Cantabria and TST’s CEO.
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3.3  Social Media
As part of the continuous engagement through social media, the open call was disseminated 
through our global and local channels in Facebook and Twitter as well are through the social 
media channels of participating partners and FIRE+ dissemination channels.

As a part of the general dissemination work we launched several Facebook pages for the 
project; one generic and three cluster specific pages. Here we aimed to create an open 
environment where the project could reach out to the local communities and experimenters. 

The use of pages on Facebook, in contrast with groups, allows OrganiCity to present relevant 
messages/announcements to those who ‘like’ the page. Our followers receive our updates in 
their day to day activity wall. They can comment on our messages and review our activity but 
they cannot curate the central content in the OrganiCity wall. 

Groups, on the other hand, are closer knit communities where every participant has the 
same relevance. Even though groups might have been a more egalitarian space, we chose 
to use pages because groups only allow individual people with profiles to comment. Since 
organisations and projects cannot create groups, there would be a lack of ‘OrganiCity voice’. 
To bypass this restriction we actively shared relevant posts that people would post on the 
page.  

3.3.1  Aarhus 
As part of the overall cluster communication and dissemination that was carried out, we 
have been using our Facebook page “OrganiCity Aarhus” to communicate activities and 
news in relation to the first Open Call. Before the Open Call was announced we used our 
social media channels to create awareness about OrganiCity and related initiatives. 

Fig  7 Facebook feed Aarhus
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We also used our Facebook page to generate participants for our co-creation activities (such 
as our photo-contest on Instagram) and to inspire potential applicants with new ideas so 
that they were ready when the Open Call was announced. Our Facebook page provided us 
with a chance to invite our local community in and discuss and clarify certain issues relating 
to the posts we published (see picture above).

3.3.2  London 
Based on the strategy outlined in D5.1 and the engagement strategy produced in D1.1, 
London relied strongly on the principle “Empower adjacent communities and champion 
advocates”. Through the communities already existing around Intel, Imperial College London 
and Future Cities Catapult and using the champion advocates in those communities, 
we grew a network of citizens interested in having an active role in shaping London. 
These ‘organicitizens’ became rapidly excited about experimenting around challenges; in line 
with the principle “Use challenge areas as catalysts for innovation”.

Fig  8 Facebook London Reminder of the open call deadline. Release of information relating the FAQ 

section in our support boosted through our blog

In order to reach a wide variety of citizens in a city as large as London, we consciously 
adapted the smart city language’ into a conversation that was relevant for them as 
Londoners, by talking about their surroundings and unlocking the potential opportunities to 
improving their boroughs through experimentation. Our active role in promoting the project 
in the year ahead of the open call across different events to a variety of audiences proved 
resourceful in extending the knowledge of the project through word-of-mouth. Many people 
that came in contact with the project through these events have followed the project 
through the entire journey up to submitting experiment proposals. At least 3 of the 6 funded 
experiments based in London have been shaped by citizens who came in contact with the 
project at an early stage, some of those making partnerships and experimenter groups 
across the people who they met through the events we hosted. In the second open call, we 
aim to make this conversation across an even more varied group of citizens and, therefore, 
richer in diversity and depth.
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Fig  9 London Facebook likes report.

3.3.3  Santander
In Santander, the cluster team has carried out a set of communication and dissemination 
activities concerning social media mainly through the “OrganiCity Santander” Facebook 
page. The guiding strategy has been to intensify publication according to the main open call 
milestones trying to take advantage of the synergies among Facebook and other parallel 
activities (newspapers, emails, etc.). The underlying aim has been trying to collect in each 
milestone more interested citizens in order to achieve an increasing number of people 
involved while not losing already engaged ones.

Fig  10 Santander cluster communicating via Facebook

In next figures a set of Facebook publications are being shown. Although these publications 
are in Spanish (local language is a condition to maximize engagement and in general 
dissemination and communication activities) the global OrganiCity style has been used 
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in order to give a minimum homogeneity to the project and give evidence of its European 
dimension to the local citizens.

Fig  11 OrganiCity in Santander Facebook post on the open call

Fig  12 Santander Cluster using Facebook to communicate 

Last figure (below) show an insight of the evolution of the Facebook campaign effectiveness 
from the open call pre-announcement to the deadline date. Impressions (number of times 
a post from your page is displayed, whether the post is clicked or not) and reaches (The 
number of unique people who received impressions of a page post) of the Facebook page in 
the period.

Fig  13 Santander Facebook Insights, The drastic increase in impressions from April 2016 to June 
2016 (up to 20.000) directly relates to the announcement of the first Open Call and the local 

promotional campaign and clinics 
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3.4  Direct Approach  
and Word of Mouth

We made direct contact with citizens, institutions, organisations and companies in order to 
tackle the challenge of reaching experimenters that would be capable of co-creating and 
have the technical capabilities and patience to deal with an untested platform. This action 
builds on the principle for engagement “Empower adjacent communities and champion 
advocates”. We spread the word across our networks and asked our adjacent communities 
to refer us to people who might be interested in joining OrganiCity. 

This engagement was conducted via email along with online/face-to-face conversations. 
By email we pointed potential applicants to general information about OrganiCity (to 
contextualise the goal), the Open Call Instructions (for further detail on the application 
process) and we closed the message by opening up to questions directly through the 
helpdesk. Our conversations were adapted to the interest that people expressed – usually 
introducing the aim of OrganiCity, outlining the requirements to submit a proposal and the 
environment we were building for experimentation. Through this touch points we were also 
able to gather feedback on what they found interesting or challenging, which helped to refine 
the communication effort. These conversations enabled a humanised perception of the 
project and generated a sense of transparency. In reference to our engagement principles, 
these activities were part of “Design for trust, especially around change”.

This manual approach has been important during this first open call process. According to 
the survey replied by applicants, this word-of-mouth strategy correlates with the 28% that 
were referred by a friend or a colleague, while 2% of applicants  were contacted by direct 
e-mail. However, it is a labour-intensive promotional method and should in later calls be 
substituted by methods which require less direct resource input.

3.5  Clinics
After the pre-launch event the potential experimenters were invited to attend local clinics 
to get help with their application. Each cluster city organised one or two events where 
attendees were introduced to OrganiCity and the first open call, they could ask questions 
in person about their proposal, and see demonstrations of the beta versions of some tools. 
Meanwhile, they spent some time networking with other potential experimenters, identifying 
synergies between their proposals and sometimes partnering to submit an experiment 
together. 

3.5.1  Aarhus Clinic
DOKK1, 11 May (12-15h)

The clinic was part of the big annual festival Internet Week Denmark, which gave a great 
buzzing atmosphere to the clinic. In Aarhus we organised ourselves in stations where 
partners from the Aarhus cluster would guide the participants in relation to different topics 
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of the application process: We had stations for Tech, Legal Matters, Application Process and 
Co-Creation.

From our pre-announcement event in Aarhus we learned that our community were interested 
in finding partners to team up with for the experiments in the Open Call. Therefore we 
facilitated a matchmaking event during the clinic, having the participants answer a few 
questions about themselves beforehand.

The clinic opened with a short presentation of OrganiCity. Afterwards the OrganiCity tools 
and relevant documents were introduced. After this the matchmaking event took place and 
the stations opened. 

We held a rolling call clinic the 1st of September, which was a simpler setup than the first.

Fig  14 First clinic in Aarhus. Held at “Dokk1”  
during the festival Internet Week Denmark

Fig  15 First clinic in Aarhus. We had stations for Tech,  
Legal Matters, Application Process and Co-Creation.

Fig  16 First clinic in Aarhus. At this station  
participants could get information regarding “co-creation”
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Fig  17 Second clinic in Aarhus - 1st of September. A more casual clinic for the rolling call .

3.5.2  London Clinic
Urban Innovation Centre, 24 May (17 - 20h) and 14 June (17 - 20h)

London organised two clinics: “applications” and “technical”. Attendees signed up to a 
waiting list on a screen and they were called as they were next in the queue. The semi-privacy 
of a one-to-one conversation helped them discuss some aspects they might wanted to keep 
confidential. 

Meanwhile, demonstrations of Scenarios tool, Urban Data Observatory and Tinkerspace were 
available in the room and a networking challenge ran right through the event. After an initial 
presentation of OrganiCity each attendee received a card upon which they wrote their name 
and interests: they had to collect stickers from other participants for every conversation 
held. Thus the stickers represented and encouraged the making of new connections.

This simple activity helped break the ice between attendees and kept a trace of their 
conversations. 

The London cluster planned on iterating the format for the second clinic but it was not 
necessary; as the word about the open call spread, we had an audience full of new faces with 
similar needs to those in the first clinic. Some of them had only heard about the call a few 
days ahead and came to find partners for their idea or simply to test if we saw the affinity 
between their proposal and the open call. 

Fig  18 Twitter communication about London Clinic
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3.5.3  Santander Clinic
Enclave Pronillo, 20 May (17 - 19:30h) and

Universidad de Cantabria, 9 June (17 - 20h)

Santander cluster organized two clinics with two different approaches in their agenda.  The 
first one, held in Enclave Pronillo, 20 May (17 - 19:30h) was composed by 3 main parts. 

The first one was a general institutional presentation. For this part, the Councillor of 
Economy, Taxes and Employment of Santander City Council made an introduction of City 
Council activities related to economy fostering and presented OrganiCity project as an 
excellent opportunity for local SME and entrepreneurs to join the Santander Smart City 
initiative contributing to the co-creation environment.

After that, a brief presentation of the OrganiCity project and the nature and features of 
the open call was explained.  It was considered appropriate to repeat these details in the 
first clinic because as the pre-announcement was made in January and the announcement 
was held in February. So, it was very likely participants would need a refreshment of the 
information. Then a turn for general questions was held. A lot of questions was received 
and it was announced that the second clinic would allow to solve doubts in a more private 
and specific way. At the end of the session a networking activity among participants and 
between participants and OrganiCity partners around coffee tables was held.

The second clinic was held at Universidad de Cantabria, 9 June (17 - 20h).  As it has been 
above mentioned, the arrangement and format of the session had a different approach.  
A brief introduction of the objectives and the planning of the session was given to start 
immediately with the main activity.  After that, participants had a couple of minutes to 
present themselves and explain their interests. The venue was separated in several 
spaces devoted to different aspects of the open call (formal-administrative, co-creation 
and technical) in which by turns participants were able to maintain private meetings with 
OrganiCity Santander cluster representatives.  Also, additional spaces around tables 
were arranged to allow participants interact among them.  Using the information provided 
by participants in the registering form a set of short meetings were arranged based on a 
matching procedure.

The registering process for both events was carried out using Eventbrite platform (https://
www.eventbrite.es/).

Fig  19 First clinic in Santander. Held in “Enclave Pronillo” and with the participation of the Councilor 
of Economy, Taxes and Employment of Santander City Council
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Fig  20 First clinic in Santander. After the presentation a coffee networking session was set up.

Fig  21 Second clinic in Santander held at University of Cantabria. A brief presentation  
of the event explaining the objectives and activities was given

Fig  22 Second clinic in Santander held at University of Cantabria.  
Workshop for answering participants’ questions

Fig  23 Second clinic in Santander held at University of Cantabria. Networking activity in which 
participants were able to share common interests and find synergies
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Fig  24 First OrganiCity Clinics event announcement at Eventbrite (in Spanish)

Fig  25 Second OrganiCity Clinics event announcement at Eventbrite (in Spanish)

Overall, the local clinics have been very successful in attracting interested applicants and 
experimenters to be in the first open call. They were also praised in the applicants’ feedback 
survey as a method supporting them in their applications. We intend to use them again in the 
second open call, albeit with a more resource efficient approach.

3.6  Networks and 
Communication Channels

Each cluster have worked continuously with communication and dissemination to attract 
applicants to the first open call, based on local knowledge and know-how on how to best 
reach relevant stakeholders. Below it is outlined how each cluster approached networks and 
which channels were used. A short reflection is also given from each cluster on what was 
successful and what was not. 
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Fig  26 Blog post London

3.6.1  Channels per Cluster

Aarhus:
The following channels were used to promote the open call as described in D5.1 

Table 1   Aarhus Cannels

Media Link Followers Audience Content Ex tra

Service Platform 
network/
newsletter

http://serviceplatform.
dk/arrangementer/
inspiration-smart-city-
ideer

+1000  
members

Nationwide network 
in cooperation 
between companies 
and researchers in 
the field of service 
innovation.

Announcement of 
the pre-event

Announcement of 
the Open Call

Alexandra 
Institute 
newsletter, 
linkedIN and 
twitter

http://alexandra.
dk/dk/aktuelt/
arrangementer/2015/f-
inspiration-til-dine-
smart-city-ideer

+ 1000 
members

Announcement of 
the pre-event

Announcement of 
the Open Call

Smart Aarhus 
site

http://www.
smartaarhus.dk/

N/A Citizens in Aarhus, 
SMEs, larger 
companies, official 
authorities

Announcement of 
the pre-event

Announcement of 
the Open Call

Infinit network/
newsletter

http://www.infinit.dk/
dk/arrangementer/
faa-inspiration-til-dine-
smart-city-ideer.htm

+1400 National 
innovationnetwork 
for IT. SMEs, larger 
companies and 
research.

Announcement of 
the pre-event

Announcement of 
the Open Call

Open Data DK 
blog

http://www.opendata.
dk/om/kalender/faa-
inspiration-til-dine-
smart-city-ideer

600-700 Stakeholders 
interested in Open 
Data (authorities as 
well as end-users)

Announcement of 
the pre-event

Announcement of 
the Open Call

Posted in 
Open Data 
DK event-
calender

http://serviceplatform.dk/arrangementer/inspiration-smart-city-ideer
http://serviceplatform.dk/arrangementer/inspiration-smart-city-ideer
http://serviceplatform.dk/arrangementer/inspiration-smart-city-ideer
http://serviceplatform.dk/arrangementer/inspiration-smart-city-ideer
http://alexandra.dk/dk/aktuelt/arrangementer/2015/f-inspiration-til-dine-smart-city-ideer
http://alexandra.dk/dk/aktuelt/arrangementer/2015/f-inspiration-til-dine-smart-city-ideer
http://alexandra.dk/dk/aktuelt/arrangementer/2015/f-inspiration-til-dine-smart-city-ideer
http://alexandra.dk/dk/aktuelt/arrangementer/2015/f-inspiration-til-dine-smart-city-ideer
http://alexandra.dk/dk/aktuelt/arrangementer/2015/f-inspiration-til-dine-smart-city-ideer
http://www.smartaarhus.dk/
http://www.smartaarhus.dk/
http://www.infinit.dk/dk/arrangementer/faa-inspiration-til-dine-smart-city-ideer.htm
http://www.infinit.dk/dk/arrangementer/faa-inspiration-til-dine-smart-city-ideer.htm
http://www.infinit.dk/dk/arrangementer/faa-inspiration-til-dine-smart-city-ideer.htm
http://www.infinit.dk/dk/arrangementer/faa-inspiration-til-dine-smart-city-ideer.htm
http://www.opendata.dk/om/kalender/faa-inspiration-til-dine-smart-city-ideer
http://www.opendata.dk/om/kalender/faa-inspiration-til-dine-smart-city-ideer
http://www.opendata.dk/om/kalender/faa-inspiration-til-dine-smart-city-ideer
http://www.opendata.dk/om/kalender/faa-inspiration-til-dine-smart-city-ideer
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Facebook: 
OrganiCity 
Aarhus

https://www.
Facebook.com/
OrganiCityaarhus/

157 Citizens in Aarhus, 
SMEs, larger 
companies, 
communities 

Ongoing 
annoncement 
of Open Call 
information & 
activities (Clinics, 
City Challenges, 
Faq)

The channels that were the most effective, in relation to building a momentum around the 
Open Call, seems to be Service Platform network, Infinit and the OrganiCity social media 
platforms. In Aarhus we experienced that our community accepted that OrganiCity was an 
experiment in itself and that we did not know all the answers from the beginning. We invited 
the community on a journey, which worked well as a metaphor. We had the impression that 
our community liked that they actually had the opportunity to influence OrganiCity to a 
great extent, which in turn made our potential experimenters really committed. After each 
event we used their input and adapted our clinics accordingly e.g. by setting up stations 
as mentioned previously. However this level of commitment and influence also raised our 
potential experimenters’ hopes of receiving funding for their experiments, which now brings 
about some negativity due to that not many of these committed individuals ended up 
getting approved due to e.g. eligibility requirements.

London
Table 2 London Channels

Media Link Followers Audience Content Ex tra

Twitter 
@futurecitiescat

(Re-tweeted 
by Innovate UK, 
partners and 
stakeholders)

https://
twitter.com/
futurecitiescat

16.2k UK SME, cities; 
stakeholders, 
citizens interested in 
innovation

Announcement of 
the pre-event

Announcement of 
the Open Call

Facebook: 
OrganiCity London

https://www.
Facebook.com/

OrganiCitylondon

120 Leveraging adjacent 
communities to grow

LinkedIn (Future 
Cities Catapult)

https://www.
linkedin.com/

company/ 
future-cities-
catapult

4.6k UK SME, cities 
stakeholders

link to website 
news item and 
coverage in the 
media

Mailing List Imperial 
College

(Forwarded by 
recipients to third 
parties.)

Unknown 
Researchers, 
students

Announcement 
text and link 
website news item

Posters Posted on the walls 
of universities and 
adjacent community 
spaces

Basic open call 
information and 
invitation to clinic
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Direct email +10 Professionals working 
in smart cities

Recommendation 
to check open call 
instructions and 
attend clinics

Twitter: Student 
Central (ULU) 
London Universities 
Student Unions

2085 Students in London 
Universities

Open call promotion 
tweets. 

The activities in London leverage the vast geographical scale of the city, by offering a clear 
and engaging experience on every touch point created through our adjacent communities; 
enabling richness of engagement rather than quantity. We encourage clarity and visibility 
across the project journey. We invited our audience to understand ‘experimentation’ and to 
communicate OrganiCity as an experiment in itself. The cluster lead, Future Cities Catapult, 
has a well established network of SMEs and city stakeholders which we attracted to the 
project. Complementary, the communication through Imperial College was a good source 
of enthusiastic citizens with technical knowledge. We used posters across universities 
and spaces that could attract the right profile of people; however, the success of this 
channel is difficult to measure. Considering that towards the next open call the platform 
will be more mature, on the months to come we want to encourage further work towards 
enlarging our adjacent communities to reach a wider diversity of experimenters. As a result 
of our commitment to fulfilling engagement, we have created a faithful audience which has 
attended several events and act as community champions, expanding the word further.

In terms of message, London faced a challenge after the news on Britain’s referendum to 
leave the EU. Questions emerged in person, through direct emails and tweets. In response 
and to clarify our situation in the face of doubt, the London cluster communicated through 
social media, newsletter and blog that the involvement of London and the UK will continue 
during the length of the project and applications from inside and outside the country will 
continue to be accepted. This message is backed through our engagement principle #2 
“Design for trust, especially around change”.

Fig  27   Brexit communication in London
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Santander:
The following channels were used to promote the open call as described in D5.1

Table 3   Santander Channels

Media Link Followers Audience Content Ex tra

Instagram https://www.instagram.
com/OrganiCity_eu/ 

66 Citizens and 
visitors

Announcement of open 
call

Facebook https://www.
Facebook.com/
OrganiCitysantander/ 

159 Citizens and 
visitors

Pre-announcement of 
open call

Announcement of open 
call, 1st and 2nd clinics

Public Bus 
Service / 
SantanderTV 
channel

http://www.santandertv.
tv/index.php/Id_
contenido/2745/ 

+61k Citizens, 
companies and 
visitors

Announcement of open 
call

Municipality 
website

http://santander.es/
contenido/abierta-
primera-convocatoria-
ideas-del-proyecto-
europeo-OrganiCity 

1000+ Citizens, 
companies, 
entrepreneurs 
and visitors

Announcement of open 
call

Youth 
newsletter

http://portal.ayto-
santander.es/portal/
page/portal/juventud_
santander 

500+ Students 
mainly 

Announcement of open 
call

Direct mailing - 50+ Companies and 
entrepreneurs 
previously 
engaged

Announcement of open 
call, 1st and 2nd clinics

Local 
newspaper

http://www.eldiariomontanes.
es/santander/201601/15/
empresas-
tecnologicas-podran-
acceder-20160115183141.
html 

190.000+ Citizens, 
visitors, 
companies, 
entrepreneurs 
and 
stakeholders in 
general

In Santander, there were several strategies that were identified as key aspects.  The 
first one was to gain credibility and the second was to maintain a constant and repetitive 
message. As co-creation is an innovative term that need to gather momentum and the 
City Council is not seen as a direct source of financing for project it was needed to obtain 
support from the political representatives to gain internal and external credibility in order to 
been able to have effectiveness in the actions. These representatives led the main events 
and they then introduced City Council staff involved in the project. Once the credibility was 
gained and the attention was caught, the message can be sent effectively and efficiently.

The second aspect was to use all the media and tools available to send repetitive messages 
about the project, its aim and the related activities. Newspapers, several websites, 
newsletters, etc. were used to let all the stakeholders gain knowledge about the project. 
These actions, apart from reinforcing the credibility of the project, allowed to increase the 
engagement and the attention to the project. 

https://www.instagram.com/organicity_eu/
https://www.instagram.com/organicity_eu/
https://www.facebook.com/organicitysantander/
https://www.facebook.com/organicitysantander/
https://www.facebook.com/organicitysantander/
http://www.santandertv.tv/index.php/Id_contenido/2745/
http://www.santandertv.tv/index.php/Id_contenido/2745/
http://www.santandertv.tv/index.php/Id_contenido/2745/
http://santander.es/contenido/abierta-primera-convocatoria-ideas-del-proyecto-europeo-organicity
http://santander.es/contenido/abierta-primera-convocatoria-ideas-del-proyecto-europeo-organicity
http://santander.es/contenido/abierta-primera-convocatoria-ideas-del-proyecto-europeo-organicity
http://santander.es/contenido/abierta-primera-convocatoria-ideas-del-proyecto-europeo-organicity
http://santander.es/contenido/abierta-primera-convocatoria-ideas-del-proyecto-europeo-organicity
http://portal.ayto-santander.es/portal/page/portal/juventud_santander
http://portal.ayto-santander.es/portal/page/portal/juventud_santander
http://portal.ayto-santander.es/portal/page/portal/juventud_santander
http://portal.ayto-santander.es/portal/page/portal/juventud_santander
http://www.eldiariomontanes.es/santander/201601/15/empresas-tecnologicas-podran-acceder-20160115183141.html
http://www.eldiariomontanes.es/santander/201601/15/empresas-tecnologicas-podran-acceder-20160115183141.html
http://www.eldiariomontanes.es/santander/201601/15/empresas-tecnologicas-podran-acceder-20160115183141.html
http://www.eldiariomontanes.es/santander/201601/15/empresas-tecnologicas-podran-acceder-20160115183141.html
http://www.eldiariomontanes.es/santander/201601/15/empresas-tecnologicas-podran-acceder-20160115183141.html
http://www.eldiariomontanes.es/santander/201601/15/empresas-tecnologicas-podran-acceder-20160115183141.html
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Fig  28   Santander on Facebook

Finally, maintaining a record of people interested in the open call has been found to be very 
relevant to increasing the engagement. Keeping track of these people has allowed us to 
inform them promptly about all things related to the project and to invite them to all the 
events. From our point of view, the people that we wanted to engage are people with a lot 
of different interests and their active attitude lead them to not pay attention to a specific 
activity. So, it was necessary, in order to not lose these very valuable people, to remind 
them periodically our interest in their engagement. It was crucial to avoid losing them in the 
development path of the project.



Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Donec purus magna, gravida at nibh 
vitae, scelerisque tempus magna. Etiam hendrerit quis tellus nec pellentesque. Etiam ultrices 
maximus dolor a tristique. Maecenas nisl purus, lacinia gravida sollicitudin non, sagittis eu 
ex. Nulla id erat ipsum. Suspendisse sodales nisi ipsum, vel eleifend metus tincidunt at. 
Phasellus fringilla vulputate volutpat. Sed vel lectus sit amet tortor accumsan bibendum id 
interdum lorem. Vestibulum ac ex ut nisl gravida tempus nec finibus tortor.

Aenean leo ligula, porttitor eu, consequat vitae, eleifend ac, enim. Aliquam lorem ante, 
dapibus in, viverra quis, feugiat a, tellus. Phasellus viverra nulla ut metus varius laoreet. 
Quisque rutrum. Aenean imperdiet. Etiam ultricies nisi vel augue. Curabitur ullamcorper 
ultricies nisi. Nam eget dui. Etiam rhoncus. Maecenas tempus, tellus eget condimentum 
rhoncus, sem quam semper libero, sit amet adipiscing sem neque sed ipsum. Nam quam 
nunc, blandit vel, luctus pulvinar, hendrerit id, lorem. Maecenas nec odio et ante tincidunt 
tempus.

Donec vitae sapien ut libero venenatis faucibus. Nullam quis ante. Etiam sit amet orci eget 
eros faucibus tincidunt. Duis leo. Sed fringilla mauris sit amet nibh. Donec sodales sagittis 
magna. Sed consequat, leo eget bibendum sodales, augue velit cursus nunc, quis gravida 
magna mi a libero. Fusce vulputate eleifend sapien. Vestibulum purus quam, scelerisque 
ut, mollis sed, nonummy id, metus. Nullam accumsan lorem in dui. Cras ultricies mi eu turpis 
hendrerit fringilla. 

Cras fringilla, quam a ullamcorper suscipit, urna ex tempor massa, non interdum nunc risus 
eget velit. Morbi nec magna molestie, eleifend quam et, luctus enim. Suspendisse justo 
sapien, porttitor vitae ullamcorper in, sodales eu nisl. Etiam egestas lorem ut eros sodales 
hendrerit. Suspendisse auctor ante dui, a luctus sapien semper tincidunt. Phasellus finibus a 
augue vitae pharetra. Proin laoreet et purus et tincidunt. Aenean quis neque suscipit, aliquam 
lacus eu, luctus magna.

Duis vitae ligula eu leo maximus vehicula. Sed faucibus mattis diam a tincidunt. Morbi purus 
nisl, egestas at ligula in, ornare posuere massa. Nullam luctus, libero et suscipit dictum, 
ipsum ligula suscipit dolor, id gravida augue enim in lorem. Morbi semper tempus neque, 
eu varius elit ornare in. Proin dignissim rhoncus ornare. Donec purus risus, dignissim eget 
maximus vel, ultricies in sapien. Ut a justo at risus lacinia porttitor.

1 Header title goes here

4. MANAGING  
THE FIRST OPEN 
CALL EXECUTION         
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4 Managing the First 
Open Call Execution

Setting up and running the first open call has been an intense and complex process. Even 
though we made very thorough preparations each week have presented challenges and 
things to decide on and to solve. To enable continuous reflections and decision making in 
relation to matters such as budget for first open call and the breakdown between fixed term 
call and rolling calls, as well as between first and second open call, setting up and designing 
the overall process as well as smaller parts of the process. Furthermore decisions have been 
taken in relation to legal issues and contracts, as well as other have been more practical, 
such as staffing and keeping the response time in helpdesk on a high level. 

To manage all issues that come up in such a process we have inside the project group chosen 
a few strategies to keep the process ongoing and to avoid stops, and also to keep trust 
levels up and to at all times present the open call in a professional way. 

4.1  Creating Smaller Task Forces
Continuously we have created smaller task forces to be time efficient and effective. These 
smaller task forces have acted quite autonomously and created tremendous work in short 
times. One clear example is the task force working with helpdesk. Helpdesk have had “staff” 
continuously acting swiftly on questions and solving numerous issues. Helpdesk have also 
made it possible to early identify problems and to find ways to solve them. 

4.2  Continuous Communication 
Both the partners of the WP as a whole as well as smaller task forces have been in 
continuous communication with each other, mainly over email. But we have also used 
documents in Google drive as a tool to keep the communication ongoing and as a way to 
identify and keep track of process as well as new issues identified. One good example on this 
is the “F6S Comments for improvements” which was a spreadsheet used while designing and 
setting up the proposal platform. 

4.3  Weekly Goto-meetings
WP 5 have used weekly web-based meetings (using gotomeeting) as a way to keep 
progress and also to discuss issues that arise during the week. These meetings have had 
high attendance level and have been very important for the success of the first open call. 
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Minutes have been kept and are stored in google drive. 

This was also the arena for decision making with regards to processes and approaches 
throughout the whole open call execution process. One typical example is deciding to have 
a dry run before going live with the open call. Hence, a small task force was established and 
this enabled a quick and effective process which also identified several bugs which we could 
fix before opening the call to experimenters. 

4.4  Face-to-face Meetings
To manage the whole design and execution process of the first open call without face to 
face meetings have not been possible. We have had a few, but very important meetings 
where task leaders and cluster leaders have met for a one-day or two-day meeting of intense 
work where the open call have been discussed and designed and re-designed as a way to 
keep the high level design of the open call and to enable the success of it. 
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5 Launching  
the First Open Call

The channels and activities outlined on our strategy directed participants to the detailed 
information for: the OrganiCity project, the Experimentation-as-a-service facilities and the 
detailed information on the first open call. All this content was detailed online 
at OrganiCity.eu

Fig  29 OrganiCity Open Call flyer

Attendants to our internal and external engagement events could take this flyer to find all 
the details online.

Content detailing the project, the platform and the open call specifics was distributed across 
different sections of the website to avoid overloading the visitors and encourage a flow of 
information that would help them decide if the project and the open call were of interest or if 
their goals did not fit with the overall description. 

Across the documents there was a conscious effort to simplify the language and avoid 
use of jargon (‘deliverables’, ‘work packages’, ‘coordinator’...) in order to make the open call 
more inclusive to potential applicants without previous experience in European Commission 
projects. Even though in this first open call the platform is slightly immature, our goal 
remains to co-create and experiment with a horizontal slice of society.

OrganiCity.eu has been the core channel from where to distribute information to potential 
experimenters. Once the open call was launched dedicated menu items on the website were 
included: Open call, Tools and FAQ. The “Open Call” and “Tools” pages are described in this 
section; whilst FAQ will be detailed under Support, in chapter 6.

OrganiCity is an experimental 
platform for interaction  
between everyone in the city.  
Citizens, activists, researchers, 
businesses, city government 
– everyone in the city can con-
tribute.

OrganiCity is a close collabora-
tion between Aarhus, London 
and Santander.

Check out our website for more 
info on how to get funding for 
your urban experiments.

www.organicity.eu

The time has come to submit your proposals for 

the OrganiCity Open call for Experimentation. 

The cities of Aarhus, London and Santander 

have been connected via an extensive set of 

tools, data sources and services in order to 

provide a first interoperable facility for citizen 

experimentation with smart city technologies. 

There are two categories of open calls.  

The first offers up to 60.000 € in funding and 

closes on June 29th 2016. The second category, 

our “rolling call,” offers funding up to 10.000 € 

and includes deadlines for application on June 

29th, September 19th and November 1st 2016. 

Experiments can start in the beginning of  

September 2016.

For more information on the Open Call process 

and on how to get started on your application, 

please visit:

www.organicity.eu/open-call.

twitter.com/organicity_eu

instagram.com/organicity_eu

facebook.com/organicities

www.organicity.euw

How to get funding for 
your urban experiments

Remember to check out our local Facebook pages too... 

AARHUS www.facebook.com/organicityaarhus  

LONDON www.facebook.com/organicitylondon

SANTANDER www.facebook.com/organicitysantander
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Fig  30 OrganiCity website original menu

Fig  31 OrganiCity website menu during open call

5.1  Open Call Website
This page is the first presentation, of the open call to the public. It represents the entry 
point for “experimentation as a service” under OrganiCity. It is available in English, Danish and 
Spanish to help participants with different language skills make the first decision if this is 
something they want to invest time in (potentially teaming up with someone that can speak 
English to dive deeper into the other documents). 

40

HOW TO APPLY
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Fig  32 OrganiCity website  Open Call section

The applications are processed through F6S. Since it is an external platform which was 
not fully customizable for our open call we decided to include a ‘Before applying’ to clarify 
the process step by step. This section also included all the questions requested in the 
application form so that participants could prepare their materials beforehand. 
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Fig  33   OrganiCity website Before Applying section

5.2  Open Call Instructions
The open call website at www.OrganiCity.eu/open-call gave, and will continue to give, the 
basic information regarding the general requirements and timings for the open call. It is 
also the space where they find the in-depth details and the forms to submit. A specific 
document was developed and posted to the website with detailed instructions for the open 
call. These instructions include all information necessary for applicants on how to submit a 
successful proposal. The document includes information on the whole application process, 
such as who can apply, how to prepare a proposal, what are the funding conditions and how 
will the evaluation of proposals be executed. The instructions do also include a timeline and 
guidance to the helpdesk and other support available. 
 For more details please see appendix 1.

5.3  OrganiCity Tools
The Tools section of the website has evolved during the development of the 
Experimentation-as-a-service facilities by our technical partners. Each tool section lead 
to details and a beta version or further documentation from the tool. The inclusion of the 
Experimentation-as-a-Service Facility report [Deliverable 2.3] helped many experimenters 
to understand the facility in further detail. However, applicants felt a lack of knowledge of 
what was available and how it could be used, according to: the feedback from experimenters 
during the clinics; the questions received by the helpdesk; the survey to applicants, and 
the misconceptions received in experiment proposals (applicants describing an action they 
wanted to experiment with on a tool that did not have such functionality). 
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It is expected that as the tools mature and examples of live experiments demonstrate their 
potential, more valuable technical information will be apparent to potential experimenters. 
This will be supported by further documentation of the tools by the technical partners along 
with the dissemination efforts of individual experiment groups. For more details please see 
www.OrganiCity.eu/tools 

Fig  34 OrganiCity tools on the OrganiCity web

http://www.organicity.eu/tools
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6 Support

As part of the open call execution we have offered several supporting services for the 
applicants, both online and face-to-face events. This chapter will outline and describe both 
content and the reasons for implementing the support the way it was. 

6.1  Clinics
The clinics worked as a physical helpdesk and meet up-event for our local communities. 
Each cluster has held clinics to support the needs of our potential experimenters and 
spread important information about the Open Calls. The clinics are an important tool for 
the OrganiCity partners to build and engage the local community. These physical events 
generate trust in an informal way and put a face on OrganiCity. 

Each event is tailored according to the local cluster needs and the progress of OrganiCity 
itself. Potential experimenters can get information regarding legal matters, tools, co-
creation, and the application process. The clinics are a ‘way in’ for our community to influence 
the shape and direction of OrganiCity. 

Another aspect of the clinics worth highlighting is the networking activity that takes 
place. The OrganiCity partners facilitate matchmaking during the clinics, however it also 
happens naturally at these events during breaks and afterwards. It is a way for the potential 
experimenters to get in contact with organisations, companies and individuals that match 
the skill-set that they need. 

There is a friendly and open atmosphere at the clinics and participants are curious and willing 
to contribute and help shape OrganiCity. In that sense the clinics creates ambassadors for 
OrganiCity, who spread information about the opportunities our project brings with it within 
the local community and thus supporting the support function.

6.2  Helpdesk and FAQ
Already in the OrganiCity proposal, the OrganiCity partners have planned for the function 
of a helpdesk, including an FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions) on the OrganiCity website, in 
order to support the experimenters, during the proposal phase as well as later during the 
experimentation phase. The helpdesk should guide the questions from experimenters into 
the OrganiCity project, so that experimenters will have a single “entry-point”. The helpdesk 
function will then distribute the incoming questions within the OrganiCity project to the 
appropriate person/persons.
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A few terms that are used below are explained here:

 ⚫ ticket: A question posted by an end user into the helpdesk system

 ⚫ agent: A person responsible for answering questions in the helpdesk

The helpdesk and FAQ are easily reached through the OrganiCity webpage, with two links in 
the upper navigation bar and additionally through explicit call-outs as shown in figure 35.

Fig  35  Indication how to reach helpdesk and FAQ on the OrganiCity webpage.

6.2.1  Helpdesk and FAQ Requirements
During the initial WP5 activities, a number of criteria were set up in order to select an 
appropriate helpdesk function:

 ⚫ Easy to understand and use for the experimenters

 ⚫ Easy to understand and use by the OrganiCity partners

 ⚫ Allow “as much as possible” integration with the OrganiCity website

 ⚫ Low cost

 ⚫ Allow multiple persons in multiple sites to administer questions

 ⚫ Allow multiple persons in multiple sites to answer questions

The last two criteria were especially important for a distributed work environment such the 
OrganiCity partner network.

The requirements for the FAQ section on the OrganiCity website for the Open Call were 
similar: 

 ⚫ Easy to use and easy to maintain

 ⚫ Give Experimenters answer to the most common questions

 ⚫ Have the functionality to group questions into separate “topics”, e.g. “legal”, 
“economy”, “tools”, etc
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6.2.2  Helpdesk and FAQ alternatives
A scan among the OrganiCity partners and within the partner organizations, as well as an 
Internet search soon resulted in a number of alternative types of solutions:

Ready-to-use web-based systems 
These systems offer a fairly quick starting phase. They reside “on the web”, i.e. typically in 
the vendor’s server somewhere, and not in the customers own premises. They are accessible 
through the Internet from anywhere. They usually have a fixed set of functionalities with 
some possibilities for adjustment per customer. The more “fancy” features often come 
at a higher price. We identified a number of such systems, out of the many many systems 
available on the market. 

 ⚫ osTicket: http://osticket.com, 

 ⚫ freshdesk: https://freshdesk.com/support-ticketing, 

 ⚫ Zoho support:  https://www.zoho.com/sdp-ondemand.html,

 ⚫ Uservoice: https://www.uservoice.com, 

 ⚫ Jira: https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira/service-desk#pricing  etc. 

The cost for using these systems was noted to be around 5-20 $ per agent per month. We 
counted on needing at least 4 “agents” - one central and one per cluster. More agents would 
be needed if we were to have one agent per tool (which we eventually did).

Free open source systems
There also exist a number of free open source systems, available to be downloaded and 
set up within the customers’ premises. In these cases, the customer has full control over 
the setup and can configure it to any needs. With the freedom also follows that the setup 
may require a substantial amount of work, including setup and maintenance of servers, 
databases, etc. Some of the tools listed above offer versions for downloading, e.g.:

 ⚫ osTicket:  http://osticket.com/editions, http://otrs.github.io/doc/manual/admin/stable/
en/html/index.html

These require downloading and maintaining the system on our own server, and frankly seem 
to be more trouble than it is worth.

Manual helpdesk and FAQ 
Another option was to have a “manual” helpdesk and FAQ function, maintaining a webpage 
for FAQ and handling helpdesk tickets by e-mail and keeping track of questions and answers 
in a spreadsheet.

http://osticket.com/
https://freshdesk.com/support-ticketing
https://www.zoho.com/sdp-ondemand.html
https://www.uservoice.com/
http://osticket.com/editions
http://otrs.github.io/doc/manual/admin/stable/en/html/index.html
http://otrs.github.io/doc/manual/admin/stable/en/html/index.html
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6.2.3  Helpdesk and FAQ Selection
The alternatives above were discussed among the partners in e-mail exchanges and in 
the weekly meetings. The open-source solution was ruled out because of the relative 
cumbersome procedures (setting up and maintaining databases, servers, etc). The “manual” 
solution was also ruled out, following the partners’ experience of maintaining larger and 
larger spreadsheets, keeping track of e-mails, what answers have been given, which 
questions are still open, etc. A search was made among the web-based systems.

The systems mentioned above all have the functionality that would be sufficient for our 
needs. While all or most of them offered a free trial period, usually one month, the Zoho 
Support system also offered a free version: https://www.zoho.com/support/pricing-
comparison.html. We looked into this system, tested a number of scenarios: sending and 
answering helpdesk questions, setting up FAQ questions/answers, etc., and found that it 
fulfilled our requirements, and decided to select Zoho Support for Helpdesk and FAQ – see 
snapshot of FAQ webpage in Fig. 36 and its setup options in Fig. 37.

Fig  36   Snapshot of OrganiCity FAQ webpage, among other showing  

the “colour integration” with the OrganiCity website

Fig  37   Multiple setup options within the selected system

https://www.zoho.com/support/pricing-comparison.html
https://www.zoho.com/support/pricing-comparison.html
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6.2.4  Zoho Support
Zoho Support provides Helpdesk and FAQ functionality. The experimenter can communicate 
with the helpdesk either through e-mail (helpdesk@OrganiCity.eu) or through the OrganiCity 
website. The OrganiCity partners manage the helpdesk and FAQ through a portal. Helpdesk 
tickets may be answered by e-mail. A few of the OrganiCity project participants are identified 
as “admin” with rights to adjust the helpdesk and FAQ to meet OrganiCity requirements. 
A larger number (around 20) of the project participants are identified as “agents”, with 
the responsibility to answer questions on “their” field of expertise. Zoho Support can be 
adjusted in many ways to meet the demands of a customer. It is possible to tailor automatic 
mail responses, create automatic alerts, etc. A nice touch is that it is possible to “colour-
match” the OrganiCity webpages within the Zoho Support portal, and to give a “linkback URL”, 
thus giving a seamless integration of the helpdesk and FAQ with the OrganiCity web.

Below a few screenshots to indicate the helpdesk and FAQ functionality: 

Fig  38   OrganiCity helpdesk  - admin and agent view

The picture above depicts a view for the “admin”, it is possible to select “all” tickets, or just 
“open”, “closed”, “overdue” etc. The admin checks this view at least daily and assigns tickets 
to the appropriate agent.

mailto:helpdesk@organicity.eu
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Fig  39    FAQ - adding questions and answers

The next picture shows part of the FAQ admin page – where OrganiCity project participants 
adds questions and answers to the FAQ.

During the Open Call 1 we have up until date received around 230 tickets. The answering time 
is usually around a couple of working days. “Simple” questions are often answered the same 
day, but many questions are addressing more than one topic (e.g. several of the OrganiCity 
tools), and need to be assigned, answered and reassigned to more than one “agent”, which 
generates lead time.

Questions that are posted from a number of experimenters are evaluated, and on occasion 
posted as a FAQ.
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7 Submission System

7.1  System Requirements
It was decided at the consortium meeting in London, September 2015 that the OrganiCity 
open call should set a new standard for the user experience of both applicants and 
evaluators. The latest online platforms for submission of proposals and evaluation of 
content should be assessed and the costs and benefits of such platforms should be taken 
into account. 

Core requirements were defined by the consortium to include: 

 ⚫ Entirely online, single-point-of-entry for applications

 ⚫ Easily configurable to accommodate multiple question types and formats, support for 
uploaded document as part of the application questionnaire

 ⚫ Easy-to-use frontend for applicants with clear channels for support

 ⚫ Built-in communications tools

 ⚫ Integrated evaluation tools with access for multiple remote evaluators

 ⚫ Appropriate data protection and suitability for use under European Commission 
regulations

The goal set by the team was to enable an easy application process, without the need to 
create multiple documents. In addition, to reduce resources required and enable a more 
seamless evaluation, it was the intention that an evaluation portal could facilitate multiple 
remote evaluators, assigned subsets of the application pool, in their scoring or proposals and 
provision of notes as feedback. 

7.2  Analysing Alternatives
The team set about researching the available products online and three were shortlisted 
for assessment. Initial desk research was conducted on all three options to ensure basic 
functionality was present before a full test and research telco was held.

Three commercially available systems were considered from the outset: 

 ⚫ EasyChair - http://easychair.org/

 ⚫ FluidReview - https://fluidreview.com/

 ⚫ F6S - http://www.f6s.com

http://www.f6s.com
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The immediate functional requirements were met by all three of the above systems and so 
they were selected for further examination. Desk research almost immediately prioritised 
FluidReview and F6S over EasyChair as the flexibility and user experience of the latter was 
deemed to be limited, being very specifically designed for the review of conference papers.

Fig  40 FludiReview Demonstratoin 

Video-conference demonstrations were arranged with representatives from FluidReview and 
F6S during a WP5 meeting hosted in Aarhus. During these conversations it quickly became 
apparent that both platforms were suitably flexible, with excellent user experience on both 
the applicant and evaluator facing elements. 

Fig  41 F6S Demonstration 
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FluidReview was understood to be a “full service” offering with consultants on hand to 
design, implement, manage and support each competition on the platform. 

F6S, on the other hand, required client ownership of the design, implementation and 
management of the competition, while also providing a support team to take questions 
applicants should problems arise with the platform. 

While, on evaluation, FluidReview would offer a superior user experience with more extensive 
support to both applicants and the consortium, it’s cost (initial quote in excess of US$10k 
per annum) was exorbitant. 

F6S, on the other hand, operates it’s competition and evaluation platform as a free service. 
Their business model allows for successfully funded projects to utilise other services which 
they provide for a fee. There is no obligation on applicants of competition organisers to 
use those services, while in addition the applicants benefit from the extensive network of 
startups and entrepreneurs who have joined the F6S community in search of investment and 
other opportunities. 

Additional benefits to F6S included the free provision of technical support (with a very rapid 
turnaround by email) and their stated prior experience in hosting European Commission 
funded open calls on the platform. 

7.3  F6S
F6S provides a fully functional competition and evaluation platform embedded in a social 
network that hosts more than 1.5 million start-ups. For the purpose of explanation below 
are illustrated the application process screen and those screens which relate directly to 
evaluation. 

Application Process Screen
Upon choosing “Click Here to Apply” on the OrganiCity website, applicants are greeted by an 
initial, very simple signup dialogue for F6S and then taken directly to the above illustrated 
questionnaire. 
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Fig  42 Application Screen in F6S

Question categories available on the platform include: 

 ⚫ Text (single line response) 

 ⚫ Text (multi line response) 

 ⚫ Text (ask each team member) 

 ⚫ Pulldown list

 ⚫ Radio Buttons

 ⚫ Date

 ⚫ Currency

 ⚫ Video

 ⚫ File Upload

Having this variety of categories enabled us to customize the application form on the 
submission platform. In addition to the above categories, character limits are available for all 
text entry formats and conditional questions can be introduced where more information is 
required based on a given answer. 

 ⚫ The system utilises an auto-save feature, providing extra security to applicants 
whose work is saved almost with every keystroke in the application authoring process. 

 ⚫ Once an application is completed the applicant simply clicks “Submit Final” to finalise 
and they receive a confirmation email from the system.

 ⚫ These features were deemed more than adequate in order to support the 
requirements of the OrganiCity open call process. 
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Fig  43 Evaluators list of proposals assigned to them. 

Evaluators, upon login, are provided with a list of all of the proposals which have been 
assigned to their particular account for evaluation. Using a similar interface, administrators 
can manage this assignment which includes the ability to assign multiple evaluators to each 
proposal. 

Proposals can be filtered by tag, keyword, status and many other options, while attributes 
including score are also visible from this screen. 

Upon choosing a proposal from this list, the details of the application are shown along with 
the evaluation and note taking tools. 

Fig  44 Scoring tools 
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The scoring tools (customisable) were configured to capture scores under three categories 
(as outlined in the evaluation criteria for the open call); Idea, Impact and Feasibility. 

Scores can be entered from 0 to 5 and all work is saved automatically. Where more than one 
evaluator provides a score the system automatically calculates the combined score from 
those evaluators. 

In addition to scoring, this screen allows evaluators to capture their own personal notes on 
the proposal. These are shared with other evaluators and can later be sent to the applicant 
by means of a manual process.  

7.4  Setting up and Testing F6S
Configuring F6S is a simple task, involving the addition of basic branding and project 
description to the OrganiCity account and the addition of questions from the open call 
application form, which can be found in the Open Call instructions (Appendix 1). In addition, 
the evaluation criteria were configured on the backend of the system while numerous 
administrators from among the OrganiCity were given roles in the system. 

The initial testing of F6S consisted of:

 ⚫ Registering as an experimenter

 ⚫ Entering a fictitious “experiment”

 ⚫ Taking note of possible issues an experimenter might encounter

Examples of issues noticed included e.g.:

 ⚫ Duplicate questions in the application form

 ⚫ Possible confusing text in the F6S templates

 ⚫ Limitations on web browser compatibility

Some of these issues were possible to manage by the F6S vendor, and some issues were 
handled by adding information to the OrganiCity webpage.

Once the F6S landing page was available and tested it was possible to create the required 
links from the OrganiCity website and conduct a “dry run” test of the platform with “non 
experts” working their way through the entire process. 

F6S Dry Run
The purpose of OrganiCity’s first open call dry run was to identify problems and issues in the 
designed end-to-end process of the experimenter writing a proposal for the first open call, 
including the proposal submission through F6S. The test is conducted through a mixture 
of heuristic evaluation and walkthrough methods. Members of the consortium acted as 
observers, and conducted the test as follows:

In each cluster, as well as in LTU, 1-3 non-experts were recruited to perform the test. Non-
experts can find many problems with the tested process/artefact. Test person should 
resemble the expected user group. One or a few observers participate to take notes on 
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comments. The observer may also help the test person. A list of steps/actions is given to the 
test person where they perform typical actions on the different online platforms involved – 
see Test Instructions in Appendix 6. The test persons did the test one by one – in a designated 
session – so they did not affect each other.

Three to five test persons are recommended in total, and in this test 5 persons were selected: 
2 in Luleå, and 1 from each cluster city. After five the identified number of issues would be 
decreasing and to identify more problems one would need much more testing. It was expected 
to identify 75% of the problems with this method.

Each session lasted 30-60 minutes and was recorded. After each session, the key problems 
and issues identified were consolidated in a central spreadsheet with sheet for each of the 
following elements of the application process: a) Open Call text, covering OrganiCity’s website 
and Open Call instructions, b) Tools listings, referring to the pages on the website describing 
the tools and their statuses, c) F6S submission platform, where issues concerning the 
submission of a test proposal were documented, and d) Zoho support, where issues related to 
Helpdesk and FAQ’s were documented.

Role of observer
 ⚫ Give the test person clear instructions on the bold headlines among the action list in 

the test instructions, then the sub-questions should steer the discussion

 ⚫ Take notes on the test person’s comments – you should not interpret how the person 
interact with the interface.

 ⚫ You are allowed to ask questions and to answer questions.

 ⚫ Do not help test person before s/he clearly state s/he is having problems and cannot 
proceed.

 ⚫ Run a pilot test first to improve your instructions (list of actions)

 ⚫ You may finalize the test with a short interview.

Results of F6S dry run
Overall, 44 issues were identified through the dry-run across four elements of submitting a 
proposal. While most of the issues were addressed immediately, a few could not be resolved 
due to limitations of F6S as the submission platform. For example, F6S does not allow the 
submission of two or more proposals to the same call or competition using the same e-mail 
address. Applicants were thus informed about that. Another issue was the applicants’ inability 
to edit their proposals once submitted and finalized. This was addressed by contacting our 
Helpdesk so we could open their proposals for edit once again on F6S, as long as it was 
before the application deadline. Other issues were resolved by adding explanatory blog posts 
to OrganiCity’s website, adding links for further information in the Open Call Instructions 
document, or simply modifying fields in the submission form.
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8 Evaluation of 
Proposals

This chapter describes the evaluation process and guidelines that were developed and 
communicated with the evaluators of the proposals. The guidelines are specifically targeted 
at OrganiCity’s first open call, which has as main objective testing the OrganiCity facility 
through experiments that are co-created with citizens and communities. The testing will allow 
for the further development of the facility and for the technical integration across the three 
sites Aarhus (DK), London (UK) and Santander (ES).

8.1  Evaluation Organisation
There are four groups involved in the evaluation of the submitted proposals: Project 
Secretariat, Experiment Evaluation Committee (EEC), their supporting technical advisors, and 
the Ethics and Privacy Board.

The project secretariat at Aarhus University supports the evaluation process. The team 
is responsible for the eligibility check, the workflow of the process and for ensuring that 
evaluators have the timely and corresponding access to proposals through the F6S 
application portal. Finally, the project secretariat is responsible for communicating the 
results of the evaluation process to the applicants in a timely manner. 

The Experiment Evaluation Committee (EEC) consists of one representative from each 
cluster city: London, Santander and Aarhus, a chair and two external experts that were 
recruited for the evaluation of proposals. 

Technical advisors were affiliated to the EEC, and were available for evaluators to consult 
during the evaluation. The technical advisors were represented by partners from WP2 and 
WP3. 

The OrganiCity Ethics and Privacy Board were set up to check privacy and ethical issues in 
the proposals. The board consists of representatives from each cluster city and is chaired 
by a legal officer from Aarhus University. The board relies on privacy and ethics advice from 
European expert Luca Bolognini. 

8.2  Evaluation Process
Proposals were evaluated through four main checkpoints as outlined in the following 
subsections.
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1. First, the proposals were checked for eligibility by the Aarhus project secretariat on 
the basis of the eligibility criteria and template. Applicants with proposals that have not 
passed the eligibility check were notified, and received a few lines with the reason why 
their proposal has been rejected. These applicants (except for those who were ineligible 
as applicant) have also been encouraged to apply for the rolling call or for OrganiCity’s 
second open call that will be launched in 2017.

2. Second, the Experiment Evaluation Committee (EEC) was able to access all proposals 
through F6S. Proposals were evaluated by at least two members of the EEC. Proposals 
were divided between the members as follows: Proposals that relate to one cluster city 
was read and evaluated by the representative of the cluster city and by one of the other 
members. By selecting the second evaluator we have taken into account their expertise 
and ensures that a person with competencies in co-creation processes worked together 
with an expert with a technical background. It has been the responsibility of the mem-
bers of the Evaluation Committee to flag any possible conflicts of interest.

The EEC members evaluated proposals by using the evaluator’s template (see appendix 
2) and giving scores on each of the three evaluation criteria. Evaluators wrote a few lines 
feedback on how to improve the proposal, targeting the applicants. This feedback was 
included in a notification letter that was sent out. Proposals receiving scores from the 
two evaluators with less than 2 points difference, received a final score of average of 
the two evaluators’ scores. Proposals with 2 or more points difference were discussed 
at a consensus meeting between the two evaluators.

On the basis of these scores, two lists were assembled including proposals to the fixed 
term call (up to 60.000 €) and to the rolling call (up to 10.000 €) that have received a 
score above threshold (>10 out of 15). Finally, the EEC had an online meeting, where 
two final ranking lists were made based on the scoring. In case of applications having 
received an equal score, the geographical distribution of experimentations, as well as 
the experiments’ value in testing and maturing the OrganiCity facility were prioritized for 
the first open call. The outcome of the EEC evaluation was a short-list of proposals to be 
funded given that they passed the technical feasibility and the Ethics & Privacy checks.

3. Third, technical advisors assessed the short-listed proposals technical feasibility and 
providing their respective applicants with feedback. Motivated by the co-creation of 
the OrganiCity facility, the objective of the technical feasibility and feedback is two-
fold. First, it enables the experimenters-to-be to fully understand the capacity of the 
OrganiCity facility in the present and near future, in a way that guides them to maximize 
resource utilization when designing and conducting their experiments, as well as keep 
their expectations realistic. Second, the technical advisors need to be aware of and 
highlight experimenters’ resources that could be valuable in the development of the  
OrganiCity facility in the coming phases.

The shortlisted proposals were checked for technical feasibility by two advisors (see 
more details in the appendix  2). All technical advisors had access to the proposals on 
the F6S submission platform. Each advisor read their assigned proposals and prepared 
individual feedback, following the template which had been prepared [see appendix 2].

Following the individual check, the results were consolidated. The communicated 
feedback covered the following elements:

1. List the tools, assets, and cities, which the experiment intends to use
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2. State whether the tools/assets are available to the extent expressed in the proposal

3. (If any) List possible tools/assets that the experimenters intend to integrate into the 
OrganiCity platform

4. (If any) List possible developments of the OrganiCity platform that the experiment-
ers wish to do through their experiment [inspiring the co-development of the plat-
form towards maturity]

The proposal could fall into one of three categories:

 ⚫ Sound technical feasibility: The experiment should be possible to carry out. In 
this case, the advisors would focus on elements 3 and 4, as stated above, in their 
feedback.

 ⚫ Partially feasible or very demanding: A minor part of the experiment is not considered 
feasible, e.g. due to the state of the OrganiCity platform. If a minor part is considered 
not feasible, the experiment will be funded with a recommendation to reconsider the 
not feasible parts.

 ⚫ Technically not feasible, e.g. due to misunderstanding of the OrganiCity platform 
capability. This proposal will not be funded.

4. Last but not least, an Ethics & Privacy questionnaire was sent to all applicants with 
short-listed proposals. After the deadline for returning the questionnaires, the Ethics & 
Privacy Board assessed the responses and decided whether the short-listed proposals 
can receive funding in the given order, whether funding can be given on the condition of 
adjustments to the project or whether ethics and privacy issues are so problematic that 
funding should go to the next project on the ranking list. Where relevant the Ethics & Pri-
vacy Board wrote down a few recommendations that were passed on to the applicants in 
the final notification.

8.3  Evaluation Timeline
The evaluation timeline was prepared and communicated early on and the main part of 
the process was also following the planned timeline. There have been a few adjustments, 
mainly because of the large amount of proposals which made it necessary to prolong the 
evaluation time for the EEC and for the technical advisors. In the end we also pushed the 
starting date of experiments with two weeks to October 3. This change was mainly based 
on technical developments in the OrganiCity facility; i.e to make sure the system is ready for 
experimentation.  

Jun. 29/30 Eligibility check (AU)

Jul. 1-7 Evaluation by Experiment Evaluation Committee (EEC)

Jul. 7 Ranking list and budget size in place by Experiment Evaluation Committee

Jul. 8 Applicants of proposals that are ineligible are notified of this decision.

Aug. 18 Ethics & Privacy questionnaires are sent to all applicants with proposals above 
threshold (AU)
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Aug. 18/19 Rejection letter to non-shortlisted applicants sent out

Aug. 25 Technical Feasibility check concluded

Aug. 26 1200 CEST Deadline for applicants to submit responses to Ethics & Privacy 
questionnaire.

Aug. 29-31 E&P Board assess responses to the Ethics & Privacy questionnaire (EPB)

Sep. 7 Sending out notifications to successful applicants, including templates, guidelines 
and Experimenter agreement (AU).

Sep. 7 Sending out rejection letters to short-listed applicants that did not pass Technical 
Feasibility or E&P check (if any) 

Sep. 17 Signing of agreements (AU)

Oct. 3 Start of experimentation (Experimenters)

8.4  F6S Guidelines for Evaluators 
After the submission deadline of the first Open Call, OrganiCity’s consortium was set up to 
start the evaluation process of the submitted proposals. Since not all evaluators are familiar 
with the submission system F6S - where also evaluation was to take place - we designed a 
document with guidelines for each of the different user types related to the evaluation of 
proposals, namely Project Secretariat, Experiment Evaluation Committee, technical advisors, 
and Ethics and Privacy Board members. For more details see appendix 3.
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9 Results of First  
Open Call

In this chapter we report on the results of the first open call. We start by listing and 
clustering the applications received. After that we continue with communications with both 
successful and non-successful applicants and finally we report on an open call evaluation 
questionnaire, which was sent out to OrganiCity applicants to assess the different aspects 
of the first open call in terms of process, information, communication and support. 

9.1  Applications Received
OrganiCity’s first open call was launched in March 2016 and open for three months. 
The deadline for applications for either small experiments up to 10.000 € (rolling call) 
or experiments up to 60.000 € (fixed term call) was 29 June 2016. We received 117 
applications for a total amount of 5.757.424 €. Immediately after the deadline OrganiCity’s 
project secretariat, at AU, checked the formalia of proposals, i.e. whether proposals were 
complete, within the broad scope of OrganiCity and without any conflict of interest. 11 
projects were rejected, mainly due to reasons of conflict of interest.

Fig  45   Eligible and ineligible applications in First Open Call

 Even though we had communicated that OrganiCity partners were not allowed to apply 
for the call, it was hard to understand for applicants that no employee from OrganiCity’s 
partner organisatons was allowed to apply. For the second cut off date for the rolling call, 
we have been improving our communication on this, which already has paid off. Of these 
106 proposals, 46 aimed for experimenting in London, 27 in Santander, 15 in Aarhus, 16 in 
multiple cities and 2 proposals had not specified in which city they wished to experiment in. 

Fig  46 Eligible projects in First Open Call by city of experimenting
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In general the quality of proposals was high. It came as a surprise that so many high quality 
proposals were aimed at experimenting in multiple cities, as this is our target for the second 
open call in 2017. The objective of this first open call was to test and further evolve the 
OrganiCity tools and datasets through co-creation processes. Another element that we 
had not expected was that quite many experiments groups located in other parts of Europe 
wanted to experience with the tools and datasets in Aarhus, London and Santander. 

9.2  Results of Evaluation
After a careful evaluation by the members of the Expert Evaluation Committee, as well as an 
Ethics and Privacy check, a budget check and a technical feasibility assessment, we arrived 
at a shortlist of 16 proposals. 

Fig  47 Shortlisted proposals in First Open Call by city

Our evaluation criteria (1. Quality of idea, 2. Impact, 3 feasibility) worked well in identifying 
those projects where technological experimentation and co-creation went hand in 
hand. Main discussions in the Evaluation Committee have focused on the feasibility 
of the experiments from a technology point of view and how far we can go to support 
experimentation teams to work around possible barriers that are caused by that tools are not 
ready yet or that experimenters had not a complete insight into what the tools and datasets 
can do or not. 

We shortlisted 19 proposals with the lowest score of 4.2 for the proposals that aimed for 
experimentation in one of the three cluster cities, three smaller proposals up to 10.000 € 
(rolling call) with lowest score being 3.5 and 3 multiple city proposals with lowest score being 
4.5. The quality of the rolling call proposals has been less than of the proposals for bigger 
experiments, but we think that this is logical due to people spending less time preparing a 
proposal when less funding is involved. Three out of 19 proposals where removed after the 
technical feasibility, as they were hard or impossible to carry out. The Ethics and Privacy 
check was performed in the first place by OrganiCity’s independent Etics & Privacy advisor 
Luca Bolognini and checked by the Ethics and Privacy board. All shortlisted proposals 
complied with national rules and regulations and there were no major issues identified.
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Approved Proposals
A total of 16 applications were approved for funding. 13 of these applications were within 
the “Fixed call”, i.e. with budgets up towards €60.000. 3 applications were within the “rolling 
call”, i.e. with budget not bigger than €10.000. The applications came from a variety of 
countries in addition to the countries of the three cluster cities. The experimenter groups are 
mostly residing within one and the same country, with a few exceptions. See table below for 
experimenter group origin.

Fig  48 Experimenter Groups Countries

The approved applications have usually utilized the full amount of the allowed budget, with 
the “fixed call” applications applying for budgets close to €60.000, while the “rolling call” 
applications tend to have a budget close to €10.000.

The approved applications have a good spread across the cluster cities. Most of the 
applications focus on one city, while three experiment groups intend to experiment in 
more than one city. Moreover, one of these experiment groups intends to experiment in 
Nicosia, Cyprus, as well as Santander, by utilizing the facility’s integration resources that 
accommodate federation of new cities. This is the first approved application to experiment 
outside the cluster cities, which is also encouraged towards validating the OrganiCity facility 
against the KPI’s defined in WP4. See figure below for number of experiments per city. Note 
that the total number exceeds the number of experiments (since a few will experiment on 
multiple cities).

Fig  49 Experiment Cities 
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Regarding the utilization of the OrganiCity facilities, there was also a good spread across the 
tools and data sources. All tools except “Opportunistic Connectivity Services”, which will 
not be available before 2017, are to be used in at least one experiment. See table below for 
number of experiments per tool.

Fig  50 Distribution of Experiments per tool

Data sources to be used in the experiments are shown in the figure below. Note that this is 
a “raw” list copied from the approved applications, and that the naming of the data sources 
may not be exactly the name the data have in reality. In some cases it may express a wish 
by the applicants for data that they would like to use. Experiments may use more than one 
data source, and some experiments don’t intend to use any of the existing data sources and 
instead plan to provide “new” data sets into the OrganiCity platform.

Table 4 OrganiCity Open Call 1: Data sources to be used by experimenters

City Data sources planned to be used in experiments

AAR - ODAA (Open Data Aarhus) Traffic

AAR - ODAA Friluftslivaarhus

AAR - Real-time traffic

LON - LAQN (London Air Quality Network)

LON - Traffic counts

LON - LAEI (London Atmospheric Emissions Inventory)

LON - AURN (Automatic Urban and Rural Network)

SAN
- Districts and Sections, Shopping information, Cultural agenda, Environmental Nodes, 
Beaches and Parks and Gardens.

SAN

- Origin-destination data from Santander and surroundings 
- Traffic intensity sensors. 
- Traffic congestion information in the city. 
- Indoor parking. 
- Real time information of available parking spots. 
- Platform Management Services

SAN - Districts and sections

SAN - Rhythm city events

SAN - News feed Ciudad de Santander

SAN - City incident

SAN - Agenda Events “Santander Love”
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9.3  Communication of Results
The number of applications received exceeded our expectations. Since we expected 
between 50 and 60 experiments, receiving 120 applications meant that our intention of 
having a transparent decision process would require an intensification of our resources. 
The letters in this section are the samples of the messages we submitted to the potential 
experimenters.

9.3.1  Ineligible Applications
The first step was to identify the proposals that were ineligible based on the eligibility 
criteria outlined in Appendix 2. Once identified, 11 proposals received a rejection on the 18th 
July 2016. In the cases where the experiment lead was linked to an OrganiCity partner, the 
message was:

Dear [name],

We regret to inform you that your application to OrganiCity’s first open call has been rejected 
due to ineligibility based on the funding criteria.

Your proposal is ineligible because the experiment lead [name] is closely linked to [name 
of organisation in the consortium]. This means a conflict of interest in accordance to 
Horizon2020 Grant Agreement art. 35.

We thank you for your interest and hope that you will find other opportunities to carry out 
your planned work.

If you have any questions, please contact our helpdesk at helpdesk@OrganiCity.eu

Best wishes,

OrganiCity

When one of the experimenters was linked to an OrganiCity partner, we encouraged them to 
form a new team where there wouldn’t be a conflict of interest:

Dear [name],

We regret to inform you that your application to OrganiCity’s first open call has been rejected 
due to ineligibility based on the funding criteria.

Your proposal is ineligible, as your partners of collaboration are employed at [organisation].

This means a conflict of interest in accordance to Horizon2020 Grant Agreement art. 35, as 
[organisation] is a partner in our consortium.

We hope that you will have the possibility to submit another application to OrganiCity with a 
new team. Please check our website OrganiCity.eu for more information on the rolling call and 
next year’s second open call.

If you have any questions, please contact our helpdesk at helpdesk@OrganiCity.eu

Best wishes,

OrganiCity

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/mga/gga/h2020-mga-gga-multi_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/mga/gga/h2020-mga-gga-multi_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/mga/gga/h2020-mga-gga-multi_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/mga/gga/h2020-mga-gga-multi_en.pdf
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9.3.2  Keeping the Information Flow
Since our evaluation period extended over 2 months, we sent a message to the potential 
experimenters at the midpoint of their wait to update them on the process and gather 
feedback on their experience of the open call. The results of this survey are detailed later in 
section 9.4.

Message sent on 1st August 2016 through F6S platform.

Dear OrganiCitizen, 

Thank you for your application to the first open call for experimentation as part of OrganiCity. 
Evaluation of proposals has begun and we are working to get back to all applicants later this 
month. 

We would very much like your feedback on the experience you had in applying to the call, 
we’re working hard to make sure we improve this for the current rolling call and future open 
calls as part of OrganiCity. 

Please take some time to complete this short survey concerning the first open call for 
experimentation: https://aya61.typeform.com/to/UcJTaZ

Many thanks, 

OrganiCity

9.3.3  Shortlisted Applications
The shortlisted applications (those with the highest score by the evaluators) were contacted 
to submit further detail on ethics and privacy considerations. The attached ‘Ethics and 
Privacy checklist’ can be found in Appendix 2.

Message sent to shortlisted applications by email on 19th August 2016

Hi [experiment lead],

We are happy to inform you that your proposal for the OrganiCity open call has been 
shortlisted. We are now in the final stages of verifying the technical feasibility of the 
experiments.  

In addition to technical feasibility, it’s important that all experiments meet our ethics and 
privacy standards. In order to ensure that these standards have been considered, please 
complete and return the attached PDF by Friday 26th August.

We will announce the successful experiments at the beginning of September. If, for any 
reason you are unable to return the checklist by this deadline, please let us know as soon as 
you can.

Looking forward to your reply,

The OrganiCity team

https://aya61.typeform.com/to/UcJTaZ
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9.3.4  Non-successful Applications
The rejection messages were sent through F6S on the 7th of September. This week delay 
was due to the relevance of submitting feedback to each experimenter – the team had to 
format the evaluator’s feedback into a message that could be of use to experimenters. 

We are conscious that many of the applicants have been engaged with OrganiCity for a 
long time and had high-expectations; so it is challenging to keep them engaged after a 
rejection. In this case we made a conscious investment in maintaining the community we 
have nurtured, by offering one-to-one feedback sessions to review their application and 
encourage them to stay involved. 

Dear [name],

Thank you for submitting your experiment to OrganiCity’s first open call. The quality of the 
proposals we received was very high.

We regret to inform you that your proposal has not been selected on this occasion.

Please find the evaluators’ feedback below.

If you would like to re-submit your experiment based on this feedback, the rolling call for 
experiments – with funding of up to 10.000 € – continues until the 1st November. Our next 
open call will then launch at the beginning of 2017.

If you would like to discuss this feedback with your local city’s OrganiCity partners, please 
reach out to us via helpdesk@OrganiCity.eu and we can connect you. In this instance, your 
local cluster representative cannot interpret or appeal the evaluators’ decision, but may be 
able to help you improve your proposal for a future call on the maturing OrganiCity platform.

Thank you again for your application.

Best wishes,

The OrganiCity team

The evaluators’ feedback is: [feedback]

9.3.5  Successful Applications
The successful applicants received the following email on the 7th of September with the 
Experimenter Handbook attached.

Dear OrganiCity Experimenters,

It gives me great pleasure to congratulate you on your success in the first OrganiCity open 
call. The response from the cities of Aarhus, London and Santander, and from around the 
world, has been astounding.

You will now be the first to put the OrganiCity tools, datasets and co-creation efforts to 
the test. Our mission is to bring “experimentation-as-a-service” to life. Such experimental 
capacity is becoming key to the development of our future cities. You will be the first to 
create entirely new things using OrganiCity. We’re excited to welcome you!
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OrganiCity has at its core two principles: co-creation and experimentation. Some of you 
joined us on this journey more than a year ago and we have co-created OrganiCity together. 
Others joined us more recently, adding greater diversity potential for innovation to our 
community.

Together we now move on to experimentation and we will co-create every step of the way. 
While you run your experiments, we too are experimenting. The OrganiCity tools and platform 
are all experimental and we are eager to see how they perform. Our legal, financial and 
technical support services will also be put to the test.

We welcome your feedback, suggestions and criticism – we will improve OrganiCity together.

This handbook is intended as your “one stop” reference to get started. It should help you deal 
with the necessary reporting and legal processes which accompany your funding. Keep it 
close, and of course, let us know if anything is not clear.

It only remains for me to thank you all for your commitment to OrganiCity and our community, 
and to wish your experiments every success. Get co-creating!

Martin Brynskov, Coordinator of OrganiCity

Comments from evaluators: 

[idea / impact / feasibility]

Save the date

On September 13, 2016, 15:00 BST/16:00 CEST, an online event will be setup to officially 
welcome you to OrganiCity, and to introduce the Experimenter Handbook that you find 
attached to this email. Further details will follow.

Experiment agreement

In order to begin the experimentation phase, each team member must sign the Experiment 
Agreement and return it by September 17, 2016, as a scanned document.

Best wishes,

The OrganiCity team

9.3.6  Kick-off Meeting
The experimenters were invited to attend the online Kick-off meeting on the gotomeeting 
platform, Tuesday 13th of September between 16:00 and 17:30 CEST.

This was consciously an online meeting to allow attendance from experimenters in different 
clusters and outside our cluster cities.

The event started with a ‘welcome message’ by Martin Brynskov, Coordinator of OrganiCity 
and a brief introduction to the OrganiCity team across the cluster cities. Martin followed 
on to introducing each experiment group. Belen Palacios, London cluster, introduced the 
Experimenter Handbook, how to use it and the next steps in their experimentation. Finally we 
had a Q&A session.
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9.3.7  Experimenter Handbook
In order to simplify the process of experimenting we created a unique document where 
experimenters could reference back at any point of the process. The Experimenter 
Handbook contains a welcome letter by the Coordinator of OrganiCity; the legal document 
Experiment Agreement; financial and reporting guidelines detailing when and what do they 
need to report to obtain funding; communication guidelines to give advice on how to best 
document and communicate their experiment; support guidelines describing the spaces 
which they need to recourse to for assistance; and finally a checklist that contains all the 
process in one page to make it easier to follow.

In line with the content of this document, the experimenters were requested to sign the 
Experimenter Agreement by 3rd October and submit their financial details, as requested 
for their first pre-financement. For more details on the experimenter handbook please see 
Appendix 5.

9.4  Open Call Process Evaluation
In order to evaluate the first open call, we designed a questionnaire embodied in an online 
survey. The feedback survey contained three major sections – the complete survey can 
be found in Appendix 4. First, we were interested to gain insight on the effectiveness of 
our outreach activities (see Chapter 3), so we asked them about how they knew about 
OrganiCity. Second, the survey was set out to measure different aspects of the First Open 
Call quantitatively covering the process, information availability, communication, and support 
dimensions. On a 5-point scale, respondents could choose between 1 (best) and 5 (worst) 
on each of 11 questions. Third, applicants had the opportunity to provide open feedback or 
express their opinions in free text.

The survey was sent to the 114 applicants who completed a proposal in OrganiCity’s First Open 
Call. The applicants received a message with a link to the survey on August 1st, 2016, and had 
3 working weeks to complete it - until August 19th, 2016 when the survey was deactivated. 
They also received a reminder though OrganiCity newsletter on August 5th, 2016. The survey 
was opened by 79 applicants, of which 43 responded, yielding a completion rate of 54%. The 
average time to complete the survey was two minutes, 54 seconds.

Gathered responses were analysed as follows. For each of the questions, the average score 
was noted, along with the respondents’ distribution along the scale. Scoring 1 or 2 was 
considered positive, scoring 3 neutral, and scoring 4 or 5 was considered negative. Then, 
feedback from the free text was coded in relation to the different aspects or questions. For 
instance, a comment on the open call timeline was tagged as such, so we can discuss and 
relate it to the corresponding aspect and section below.

Overall, the feedback from the applicants was positive and constructive. The process, 
communications and support dimensions were perceived better than information availability. 
More specifically, information about the tools and assets and their potential capability and 
level of readiness were found to be the least comprehensible to the targeted applicants.
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The Open Call process
Overall, 75% of applicants perceived the process to be quite transparent, whereas only 12% 
thought it was quite opaque, with an average score of 2.0. One suggestion in relation to the 
open call process was to fast-track themed calls. 

Fig  51 The open call process was considered transparent by a large majority

The Open Call announcement
Roughly 70% of the applicants thought the call announcement on OrganiCity’s website was 
easy to understand. 11% thought it was difficult and around 19% voted in-between. With an 
average score of 2.1, there are some aspects that could be improved. For instance, the role 
of the scenarios and challenges can be made clearer, whether they were inspirational or if 
applicants should use them as basis for their experiment ideas.

Fig  52 Open Call Announcement was considered easy to understand.

In this dimension, conflicting feedback was received concerning OrganiCity’s target group 
of experimenters. One applicant thought focusing OrganiCity target group of experimenters 
would improve the call announcement, while another thought the scope of the call was quite 
narrow and not accommodating all types of city experiments.

Open Call timeline
Along this dimension, 90% of applicants thought that the timeline of the First Open Call was 
quite reasonable, whereas none scored negatively thereof, yielding an average of 1.4. The 
only room for improvement regarding the evaluation of proposals is to set a formal date for 
announcing selected proposals, according to one applicant’s suggestion.
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Fig  53 Results show that the timeline for the first open call was considered reasonable

General Information
With an average score of 1.9, 73% of applicants thought the general information was logical 
and organized. Little feedback was given on general information; however, further feedback 
was provided on specific types of information (financial, administrative, technical…etc).

Fig  54  Information was found both logical and organised by applicants

Financial Information
Overall, 61% thought the provided financial information was clear or sufficient, while only 
16% did not find it sufficient enough, averaging to score of 2.2. The applicants’ comments 
indicate that the financial information was rather complex, rather than too little. This can 
be exhibited through this quote: “It would be helpful to include sample calculations for the 
budget. The H2020 Costs & Budgeting fact sheet was dense, and it was difficult to pinpoint 
what category OrganiCity fell under.”

Fig  55  Information about financial matters was found enough and sufficient

Legal and Administrative Information
Like financial information, the majority of applicants (68%) thought the legal and administrative 
information were quite enough, scoring average of 2.2. None of the applicants thought it 
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was too little, but some found that some of the information could not be easily spotted. For 
example, experimenters’ intellectual property rights and other licensing terms hard to find: 
“IPR and licensing terms should be better explained - it is not always clear what could be 
reused after the experimentation”.

Fig  56   Results show that a majority thought the legal and administrative  
information were quite enough

Information on OrganiCity tools and assets
Scoring an average of 3.0, information about the OrganiCity facility (tools and assets) seems 
our biggest room for improvement. While 35% of the applicants thought it was enough, 42% 
of respondents thought information on tools are not entirely sufficient. This is confirmed 
from the applicants’ comments, were some suggestions are proposed, such as specifying 
readiness level of each tool, showcasing working examples using the different tools, and 
enhancing the presentation of the data assets.

Fig  57 Results in relation to information on OrganiCity tools and assets  
show that we could improve in these parts

Another suggestion pointed to having a much shorter and simpler version from the document 
describing the EaaS facility, due to its complexity. In addition, the tools and assets web page 
was found to be tiresome to one applicant (presumably navigating between the different 
tools while exploring them).

Support
The majority of the applicants (74%) got help when needed in a supportive manner. Only 5% 
found it somewhat not supportive, and none of the applicants thought it was not supportive 
at all. The average score on the support dimension is 1.9. Among the cluster cities, London was 
mentioned explicitly and was praised for their local support to applicants. Some suggestions 
came in on clinics, encouraging them to be less ‘local’ and more ‘global’, which will naturally be 
addressed in the second open call.
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Fig  58 Support was found responsive and sufficient

Submission Process
The submission process seems to have been going smooth for the applicants. More than 90% 
found it simple and easy to understand. 

Fig  59 Submission Process was found to be very smooth

Submission Platform (F6S)
The applicants perceived the submission system very positively; where the majority (79%) 
thought it was quite intuitive. None of the applicants thought it was complicated, but some 
thought there we things to be improved.

Fig  60 F6S, the submission system is considered quite intuitive by the applicants

A common suggestion was the ability to add documents as attachments to their proposals, 
which would allow them including better visualizations to their ideas. The limit on word 
count was challenging to some applicants, especially those applying for the > 10K funding. 
Accordingly, a page limit was suggested rather than a word count.
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Communications
Scoring an average of 1.7, more than 90% of the applicants thought the communications from 
OrganiCity during the first Open Call were relevant and engaging, and none scored negatively 
with regards to communications. Not many comments were related to the topic. Again, the 
only relevant comment was a local one from a London applicant who praised their support.

Fig  61 Communications was found very relevant and engaging

9.5  Rolling Calls
Following suggestions in the first OrganiCity project review, the originally planned two 
open calls with fixed dates have been extended with “rolling calls”. It is possible to submit 
applications in between the ordinary open call deadlines. Since the concept of rolling calls 
was fairly “new”, the OrganiCity TSC decided to set aside a smaller portion of the budget for 
the rolling call, and to limit each “rolling call experiment” to € 10.000, compared to €60.000 
for the “fixed call experiments”.

For practical and legal reasons, this has been implemented as three rolling call “cut-off 
dates”, i.e. dates when the “rolling call applications” are evaluated. The cut-off dates during 
2016 were set to June 29th, September 19th and November 1st, respectively.

Practical reasons: In order to limit the workload on the OrganiCity tool developers, the 
experiment period for all experiments, including the “rolling call” experiments, was set to end 
at the same time. This will allow for a period following the first experimentation period and 
the second open call to make necessary updates to the OrganiCity facilities.

Legal reasons: Initially, the idea of having a continuous evaluation of applications was 
discussed, so that basically one application could be approved one week, another the week 
after, etc. However, since OrganiCity is obliged to having external evaluators taking an 
active part in the evaluation of applications, it was simply not possible to have a “continuous 
evaluation”.

The first rolling call cut-off date was the same date as the first open call deadline. The rolling 
call applications were evaluated simultaneously as the fixed call applications. Three rolling 
call applications were approved for funding in this round.

The second rolling call cut-off date, September 19th, resulted in 24 applications. From the 
evaluation seven of them have been shortlisted. The process is on going. 
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10 Lessons Learned  
  and Potential     
  Improvements

In this chapter we describe some of the lessons learned from the first Open Call, which ties 
into the preparation of the Second Open Call. These lessons and preparations are still being 
articulated and reflected upon, so the chapter should be seen as a first attempt to highlight 
key issues. More of these lessons will be presented in the self-assessment D1.2.

10.1  Lessons Learned
The engagement journey designed in the initial phase of the project, our communication 
strategy, and the organisational setup around guidance and support of potential applicants, 
have all been successful. We achieved great interest in OrganiCity, could engage potential 
applicants from the very start until the funding decision. The quality and number of 
proposals have been much higher than we expected in the first place: going from 50 
proposals expected up to 117 submitted, mostly with great ideas and potential innovations, 
which lead to expanding our planned budget for this call. Last but certainly not least, there 
was a general acceptance that OrganiCity is an experiment, where we all learn as we go. In 
the coming sections, we highlight the key lessons learned on both positive and negative 
frontiers. While most of our strategies, methods and approaches have worked well; we also 
identify the aspects in which we can improve in the second open call.

10.1.1  Taking Potential Experimenters  
 by the Hand

Taking potential experimenters by the hand has been a key message that we took with us 
from one of the review meetings. It made us aware that designing a fair and transparent 
application process did not have to be opposite to providing people with intensive guidance 
in all phases of the OrganiCity journey. We think that this has been the main reason why 
the quality and number of proposals has been so high. There is a backside to this in that it 
takes many resources, because guidance is needed in every single phase of the project. We 
learned that it is a crucial approach if we want to avoid that only the usual suspects apply for 
this kind of funding, but it is a heavy task.
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10.1.2  The Need for a Personal Helpdesk
This centralised helpdesk function has been crucial for creating a dynamic FAQ and 
identifying requirements for further development of the OrganiCity tools. We managed to 
create an understanding among applicants that the best way to get help and to assist fellow 
applicants was by posing questions to our helpdesk. Essential for lowering the barriers for 
people to send their question to a formal address was making the helpdesk accessible and 
personal. Potential applicants who sent in questions could quickly see the people behind 
the helpdesk. Challenges have been that the messages sent to the helpdesk often include 
multiple questions that need to be addressed by people. It has therefore been harder than 
expected to provide people with simple, quick and complete answers.

10.1.3  Tools Development, Co-creation  
 and Engagement Principles 

This lesson learned is related to the general problem of developing an approach where 
societal value, human practice and technology development go hand in hand. Working 
across the fields of engineering, computer science, design and anthropology is hard to 
do without investing in methods that foster interdisciplinary collaboration. That it is not 
always easy to build bridges between different worlds became apparent in our clinics. It was 
sometimes hard to communicate to participants, with only one or two technical experts 
present, what the potentials were of the tools, or the status of their development. While 
non-tech OrganiCity partners often were the ones that engaged with potential OrganiCity 
communities, questions about tools could not always be answered in a consistent way 
since the information about their development and functionality was not always readily 
available. We will address this in the next open call by providing some simple video intros 
and/or blog posts to each tool, so technical as well as non-technical partners and potential 
experimenters have clear and consistent information regarding these. We will also showcase 
experiments from the first open call, and how they used different tools as examples for the 
second open call applicants. Inter-cluster communication should also be highly prioritized to 
facilitate a better integration of co-creation, engagement principles and tool development.

10.1.4  OrganiCity Going Global 
Still being caught by the discourse of the nation state, we expected that some of the local 
communities who were interested in OrganiCity, engaged in our events and submitted 
applications also would receive funding. We were surprised to see the interest, and high 
quality proposals, from teams located in other cities and countries to experiment in one 
of the three cluster cities. While we had been planning for physical events, we needed to 
rely more on tele-conferences and webinars. This also had consequences for assisting 
experiment teams with the implementation of their co-creation strategies. We have been 
relying on our relationships with already existing communities in the cities, asking them to 
act as facilitator. 

Even though we received many more applications from people wishing to experiment 
outside the cluster cities than we had foreseen for the first open call, there was very little 
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description on how they intended to integrate these cities into the Organicity platform. 
Indeed, this will also lead us to rethink how to make our Clinics more global, as suggested by 
applicants, since they have proved to be among our positive lessons throughout this call.

10.1.5  The Nature of the City Challenges
After this open call round we are discussing the nature of the City Challenges and how 
much effort should be put in this task for the second open call. E.g. should the challenges 
be framed as suggestions/inspiration or should they shape the experiment proposals more 
directly? The second open call will also open up for more cities, which means that we will 
have to develop specific criteria for cities to apply and, potentially, a guideline for cities to 
define their city challenges. We are also combining quantitative and qualitative methods to 
ensure we are getting better representation in the city challenges. 

10.1.6  What is a Successful OrganiCity    
 Experiment?

Throughout the course of OrganiCity we have been on a journey, where we have developed 
the project as we go. We did not always know what the next steps would be and therefore 
we could not present potential experimenters to exactly what a successful OrganiCity 
experiment could look like. We are still learning as we go, but now that we have completed 
our first Open Call, we have a lot of cases to use in our framing and communication of the 
next open call. The winning experiments from this call will be great examples to show at our 
clinics and in our communication to ensure that we get even more qualified experiments. 
They can also help us manage expectations for the next open call and hopefully create a 
better understanding of why some applicants were rejected. 

10.1.7  Submission Process and Platform
A few lessons were learned in relation to the submission process, submission platform (F6S), 
and availability of information. For example, the application template needs to be modified as 
follows:

 ⚫ Allow for attachment of external documents, with page limit, in order to accommodate 
the need to communicate ideas with graphs or media elements.

 ⚫ Include fields on contractors and subcontractors of experimenter groups

 ⚫ Include fields for specific deliverables, where applicants specify their nature 
(software, report…etc.)

 ⚫ Add the list of tools with checkboxes and text fields, for easier comprehension of the 
evaluation side assessing what and how tools or assets will be used

 ⚫ Have optional fields of “Add partner” where EG can add partners outside of their 
organization. This will allow us generate statistics on the nature and partnerships and 
organizations applying, as well as their demographics
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Furthermore, the following information was deemed necessary to improve the applicants’ 
experience. In June’s fixed and rolling calls, we received a number of applications who 
were ineligible due to partnerships with OrganiCity partners, and we realized this eligibility 
criterion was not clear enough. Thus, it was reflected and updated in September and 
November rolling calls. In addition, applicants needed more information on how to budget 
their proposed experiments. Even though a list of eligible activities and a budget template 
were provided, experimenters were still not sure how to use them. A special guide or blog 
entry can be written to cover that. Also, while the focus was on providing the applicants with 
information on how to apply and get funded, little information was prepared for the selected 
proposals. For instance, we need to provide information on the signature of agreements, 
plans for webinars on platform and tools, and webinars on reporting. Last but not least, 
the experimenter agreement has some unclear parts and was found to be not exactly 
experimenter-friendly. This was tackled with a session within the webinar on reporting, but 
will also need to be handled in a smoother way.

However, when evaluating the open call process (submission and platform) 90% found the 
process clear and smooth and the platform was considered intuitive and easy to use by 79% 
of the respondents. So, even if we have identified areas for improvement, overall the first 
open call has been a very successful process. 

10.2   Preparing for the  
 Second Open Call

We are in the process of planning for the second open call, while we are still in full action in 
the first open call. The second rolling call is in evaluation and contract signing phase and 
November 1st is the deadline for the third and final rolling call in 2016. We are planning a 
face-to-face meeting, where we will integrate lessons learned into the preparations for the 
next open call and we also have a series of telcos planned to discuss the nature of the City 
Challenges, which will influence the process of T5.1. The tentative plan for the co-creation of 
the Second Open Call process is of now based around these stages:

 ⚫ Analysis of areas & selection of spaces to develop research

 ⚫ Identify profiles/personas in each area of the city

 ⚫ Identify Organisations/Communities/Institutions that can link us to those profiles

 ⚫ Choosing methods according to “target groups”/personas

 ⚫ Direct relations/engagements with citizens

 ⚫ Analysing inputs

 ⚫ Open call text 2 writing

We will have a greater focus on getting a bigger representation, when we do our co-creation 
of the second open call, by combining quantitative and qualitative research methods.
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List of Appendixes
These appendixes can be found in the separate document Appendixes to D5.3 Open Call 
Execution.

Appendix 1  Open Call Instructions 

Appendix 2  Evaluation Guidelines

 ⚫ Eligibility template

 ⚫ EEC template

 ⚫ Ethics & privacy template (for evaluators)

 ⚫ Ethics & privacy Questionnaire (for applicants)

 ⚫ Technical feasibility template

Appendix 3  F6S Instructions for Evaluators 

Appendix 4  Applicants’ Feedback Questionnaire 

Appendix 5  Experimenters Handbook 

Appendix 6  Test instructions for Dry Run test of F6S

Appendix 7  Approved Applications 
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